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Preface

The German Conference on Bioinformatics is an annual, international conference, organized by the German bioinformatics community. Among the scientific meetings in the field, it is one of those with the longest tradition. Its roots go back to a workshop “Computeranwendungen in den Biowissenschaften” organized by Dietmar Schomburg, starting as early as 1986. Aside from exchange of scientific results, the GCB is also a place where joint strategies with respect to funding programs are discussed, where PIs go head hunting and fresh PhDs make contacts looking for their first postdoc position. Finally, a slot in one afternoon is reserved for the group meetings of the scientific societies that carry GCB: DECHEMI, GBM, and GI. In 2014, GCB comes to Bielefeld University for the second time, after visiting Bielefeld in 2004. Let us use the time span of a decade to look at the major change.

In 2004, “the” human genome sequence had been completed, further model organism genomes were nearing completion, and a good part of the community felt that genomics and the bioinformatics directly associated with genome sequencing would play a less prominent role in the next decade. “Next generation” sequencing technology, although already under development, left no mark at GCB 2004, which presented a balanced set of topics from basic sequence analysis, proteomics, regulatory systems, and data base work. The “1000 genomes” project was only to be defined in 2008! At the GCB 2004, there was but one paper pointing in the direction of dealing with more than one genome at a time: “Syntenic Layout of Two Assemblies of Related Genomes”.

Today, we find that next generation sequencing technologies have made a major impact on the questions we ask and the algorithmic problems we have to solve. Meta-genomics explores microbial communities in an unlimited number of habitats. In combination with single cell sequencing, we can venture deeply into the uncultivated microbial “dark matter”. RNA sequencing is used not only for expression analysis, but also for exploring alternative splicing, improving gene annotations and hunting for non-coding RNA genes. Two invited talks and three contributed papers at GCB 2014 address these topics. Classical topics such as regulation, proteomics, visualization and others still constitute the major part of the program. ”Big Data” production by sequencing projects calls for new data processing strategies – contrary to our expectation, we had almost no paper submissions on cloud computing; however, we could add a workshop on this topic.

While the program of GCB 2014 reflects the above shift of interest, the format of conference sticks to the GCB tradition, presenting a combination of keynote presentations, novel research and highlight papers, workshop and industry presentations, and a poster session, which we feel is particularly strong this year.

The program committee had been growing over the past few issues of the conference, approaching a point where almost all German groups that could possibly submit a contribution to the conference also had a representative in the program committee. This makes anonymous peer reviewing cumbersome, and we have decided to call for a generation change in the committee. Many of the GCB “founding fathers” have stepped back, putting
responsibility on the shoulders of the next generation.

To end with some statistics: GCB 2014 had 29 paper submissions, 12 of which were accepted for presentation. There were 6 invited talks, and 89 posters. The large number of posters caused us to add poster flashlight presentations, and to organize posters around thematic groups. Workshops/tutorials were given on “CELLmicrocosmos neXt”, “Information Visualization with Omix”, and “Cloud Computing”. Looking back at GCB 2004 once more, we find that it included a few contributions in the category “Software Demo”. This nice idea has gone lost over the past decade, and maybe it should be reconsidered in the future.
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BlockClust: efficient clustering and classification of non-coding RNAs from short read RNA-Seq profiles
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Abstract: Sequence and secondary structure analysis can be used to assign putative functions to non-coding RNAs. However sequence information is changed by post-transcriptional modifications and secondary structure is only a proxy for the true 3D conformation of the RNA polymer. In order to tackle these issues we can extract a different type of description using the pattern of processing that can be observed through the traces left in small RNA-seq reads data. To obtain an efficient and scalable procedure, we propose to encode expression profiles in discrete structures, and process them using fast graph-kernel techniques.

We present BlockClust for both clustering and classification of small non-coding RNA transcripts with similar processing patterns. We show how the proposed approach is scalable, accurate and robust across different organisms, tissues and cell lines. BlockClust was successfully applied on a comprehensive set of eukaryotic data. It is the first tool for eukaryotic non-coding RNA analysis available on the galaxy framework.

1 Motivation

The study of non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) is nowadays becoming important to fully understand cellular functions. On the one hand, most of the transcribed DNA is non-protein-coding [Jac09]; on the other hand ncRNAs play a vital role in many cellular processes. Although up to 450 000 ncRNAs were predicted in the human genome [RBT+10], the large majority is still missing functional annotation. Sequence and secondary structure analysis can be used to assign putative functions to ncRNAs, however sequence information is changed by post-transcriptional modifications [FLSH11], and secondary structure is only a proxy for the true 3D conformation of the RNA polymer. A different type of information that does not suffer from these issues and that can be used for the detection of RNA functional classes, is the pattern of processing.
that can be observed through the traces left in small RNA-seq reads data. For example, the primary microRNA transcript cleaved by the Drosha complex and forms hairpin like pre-miRNA with 2-nt 3’ overhang where Dicer binds and processes into double stranded miRNA and (complementary) miRNA* duplex [GST+08]. The miRNA strand then binds to Ago2 proteins to form RNA-induced silencing complex, which subsequently targets mRNA for regulation while the remaining miRNA* strand is degraded. Traces of this process are often observed in RNA-seq data of miRNA precursor as two adjacent piles of reads separated by few bases (length of hairpin). While one of the pile that corresponds miRNA strand is expressed, the other one that corresponds to the miRNA* strand, is not. Computational approaches such as mirDeep [FCA+08] rely on this miRNA biogenesis for annotation. Other examples involve snoRNAs, where snoRNA-derived fragments size and position distributions are conserved across species [TGL+09]. The tRNA molecules also undergo post-transcriptional cleavage to form smaller tRNA fragments which carry distinct expression levels and possibly different regulatory functions [GP13].

In this article, we propose BlockClust [VRCB14] as a novel technique to capture these processing patterns and detect transcripts that can have evolutionary relationship.

2 Methods

The core idea of the BlockClust is to characterize transcripts from small RNA-seq data by extracting characteristic attributes from their expression profiles. Those attributes are encoded into compact discrete structures, which can be processed using fast graph-kernel techniques to find similar expression profiles.

Given the mapped reads we consider only unique reads in the sample (tags). For each tag, the expression is normalized by dividing the number of reads associated with that tag by the number of times the tag is mapped to the reference genome. The notion of tags allows the elimination of duplicated data, hence speeding up subsequent processing. We use the blockbuster tool [LBSH+09] to identify consecutive tags with high expression and group them into blocks. Adjacent blocks, that are either overlapping or that are within a small distance, are then grouped into larger blockgroups. Here we assume that a ncRNA gene can span at most a single blockgroup. Each blockgroup is then encoded as a discrete graph. We consider different types of information, ranging from the information available for each individual block, to the relation between two consecutive blocks and finally also the information available globally on the whole blockgroup. For the whole blockgroup we measure quantities such as: the entropy of read starts, the entropy of read ends, the entropy of read lengths, the median of normalized read expressions and the normalized read expression levels in the first quartile. For each block we measure: the number of multi-mapped reads, the entropy of read lengths, the entropy of read expressions, the minimum read length and the block length. All measures are then discretized into a small number of discretization levels using an equal-frequency algorithm. The discretized attributes are then used to label the nodes of the resulting graph representation.
Figure 1 shows the graph encoding of a blockgroup with actual attributes used in the method. Each graph is made up of two disconnected components: the first one is used to encode the blockgroup attributes (shown as BLOCKGROUP ATTRIBUTES in Figure 1), while the second one represents the sequence of individual blocks and their attributes (shown as BLOCK ATTRIBUTES in Figure 1). Finally, the resulting graphs are processed using a fast graph kernel called Neighbourhood Subgraph Pairwise Distance Kernel (NSPDK) [CG10]. This type of kernel evaluates the similarity between two graphs as the fraction of neighbourhood subgraph pairs that are in common. This similarity notion is parametrized by the maximal size of the neighbourhood subgraphs and by the maximal distance allowed between the subgraphs in each pair. Intuitively this approach can be considered as an extension of the gapped k-mer similarity for strings to the graph domain. Formally: a neighbourhood graph is a subgraph specified by a root vertex \( v \) and a radius \( R \), consisting of all vertices that are at a distance (the distance between two vertices \( v \) and \( u \) on a graph is defined as the number of edges in the shortest path between \( v \) and \( u \)) not greater than \( R \) from \( v \). All pairs of such neighbourhood subgraphs whose root vertices are at a maximum distance \( D \) are extracted by the kernel (see Figure 2 for an illustration of the subgraph pair extraction by NSPDK). Since neighbourhood subgraphs can be efficiently enumerated in near linear time, the resulting approach has in practice linear complexity and can be used in large scale settings.
The resulting pairwise similarity matrix can be used with several existing clustering algorithms. In this work we used the Markov Cluster Algorithm (MCL) [EVDO02] on the nearest neighbour adjacency matrix.

When functional annotation is available, we can design a supervised task and build a classifier for each specific ncRNA family using kernelized Support Vector Machine models. Currently, we offer models for three families, namely: miRNA, tRNA and CD-box snoRNA.

3 Results and Discussion

We applied BlockClust on several datasets to evaluate the predictive performance and its robustness. Finally we have compared BlockClust to other state-of-art tools.

3.1 Datasets and processing

To train our predictive models we have used NGS data generated by Illumina sequencing of human embryoid body and embryonic stem cells, H1 cell line and IMR90 cell line (Development Data). In order to compare to other tools and evaluate the robustness of BlockClust we have used a comprehensive collection of test datasets (Benchmark Data), that includes 32 samples from human, mouse, fly, chimp, worm and plant in a variety of tissues and cell lines.

BlockClust is a pipeline that combining several tools namely: blockbuster, NSPDK and MCL. In order to achieve optimal predictive performance, we have optimized the hyper-parameters of each tool. For the blockbuster tool we need to specify the minimum distance between two blockgroups (cluster distance) and the standard deviation of a single read (scale); for NSPDK the radius and the distance are the parameters of choice in order to extract the neighbourhood subgraph pairs; in MCL the cluster granularities were controlled via the inflation and pre-inflation parameters.
In addition to the parameter optimization of the tools used, we also have to choose the number of discretization levels for attributes and select the most discriminative attributes. Table 1 shows the overview of the value ranges, the search step size and the selected optimal values for the aforementioned parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Optimum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>blockbuster</td>
<td>Cluster distance</td>
<td>20–100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blockbuster</td>
<td>Scale of standard deviation</td>
<td>0.2–0.8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encoding</td>
<td>Discretization bins</td>
<td>3, 5, 7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSPDK</td>
<td>Radius R</td>
<td>1, 3, 5, 7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>Inflation</td>
<td>1–30</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>Pre-inflation</td>
<td>1–30</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Parameter optimization. Overview of tools and probed parameter values and selected optimal values. Note that distance is defined as a function of radius: \( D = 2 \times R + 1 \).

All the parameters were optimized by splitting the Development Data into train/validation/test sets with sizes 35/35/30% respectively. Hyper-parameter were set using the train and validation sets, whereas the predictive performance is reported on the test set alone.

### 3.2 Performance of BlockClust

To assess the quality of the similarity notion generated by our approach, we measured the tendency for transcripts of functionally identical RNAs to be neighbours. We computed the Area Under the Curve for the Receiver Operating Characteristic (AUC ROC) using the distance as a predictor function to evaluate the quality of the induced metric; in addition we computed the purity of the partition generated by the MCL approach to evaluate the clustering quality (see Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ncRNA class</th>
<th>#transcripts</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>#clusters</th>
<th>cluster purity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>0.896</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tRNA</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C/D-box snoRNA</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H/ACA-box snoRNA</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rRNA</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.872</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>snRNA</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.637</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y_RNA</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.685</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted average</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>0.805</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.813</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Clustering performance of BlockClust averaged over 10 random test splits of Development Data.

Out of 458 known transcripts in the test set miRNA, tRNA and C/D-box snoRNAs contribute to the majority. There are quite less number of known profiles from the remaining four classes. After clustering with MCL, we could capture only 2 clusters of rRNAs out of these four classes, while for the majority classes we got a decent number of clusters. On average we observed a good AUC of 0.8 for the the similarity notion. The best performance was found for miRNA in terms of similarity notion and cluster precisions, followed by rRNAs, tRNAs and C/D-box snoRNAs. Though H/ACA-box snoRNAs have a good AUC, due to their low population MCL could not cluster them together. Poor performance can be seen for Y_RNA and snRNA classes.

In Table we report instead the classification performance on the test set split of Development Data when we train family specific models in a one-vs-all setting. We chose Positive Predictive Value (PPV) and Recall as performance measures. The PPV for all three classes are very good (≈ 0.9). The miRNA model could successfully retrieve 89% of the miRNAs, while 80% and only 48% recalls were observed for tRNAs and C/D-box snoRNAs respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ncRNA class</th>
<th>#transcripts</th>
<th>PPV</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>0.886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tRNA</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>0.796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C/D-box snoRNA</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>0.870</td>
<td>0.474</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Classification performance of BlockClust averaged over 10 random test splits of Development Data.

3.3 Comparison with other tools

We compared BlockClust to other tools that can process read profiles of small ncRNAs from RNA-seq data and perform predictions or clustering. The deepBlockAlign [LPE+12]) is a tool which uses a variant of Sankoff algorithm to align all input blockgroups and cluster them. DARIO [FLB+11] is a web server which is used for annotating miRNA, tRNA and snoRNAs from deep sequencing data using a random forest classifier. The comparison with deepBlockAlign was done on the whole Benchmark Data.

Note that since DARIO is not available as a standalone tool, we considered only one of the Benchmark Data (Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) sample id: GSM769510) for comparison.

To compare the similarity notion of BlockClust and deepBlockAlign we computed AUC ROC on similarity matrices of both tools. Compared to deepBlockAlign, BlockClust performs better on average (AUC 0.84 vs. 0.7) and also in each individual class. See Table 4 for AUCs of both tools for each individual class and weighted average over all classes. In terms of computational complexity BlockClust is very competitive, achieving a 60-fold speed-up (50 seconds as compared to 58 minutes of deepBlockAlign on a dataset of ≈600 profiles). This is due to BlockClust quasi-linear complexity compared to the $O(m^2)O(n^6)$ complexity of the Sankoff algorithm used in deepBlockAlign (where $n$ is the number of blocks per instance and $m$ is the number of sequences).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ncRNA class</th>
<th>#transcripts</th>
<th>BlockClust AUC ROC</th>
<th>deepBlockAlign AUC ROC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>3869</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>0.714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tRNA</td>
<td>4988</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td>0.701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C/D-box snoRNA</td>
<td>731</td>
<td>0.762</td>
<td>0.615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H/ACA-box snoRNA</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>0.859</td>
<td>0.720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rRNA</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>0.873</td>
<td>0.759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>snRNA</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>0.698</td>
<td>0.610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y_RNA</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>0.694</td>
<td>0.656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted average</td>
<td>11061</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td>0.700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Comparison of BlockClust vs. deepBlockAlign on whole Benchmark Data.
In order to compare the precision of the clusters that can be obtained from BlockClust and deepBlockAlign, we applied MCL on similarity matrices from both tools. We used one sample from the Benchmark Data (GEO sample id: GSM450239) for comparison. The inflation and the pre-inflation parameters of MCL affect the cluster granularity, so by varying these parameters we obtained varying number of clusters for both tools. Figure 3 depicts the median cluster purities for number of clusters obtained at different inflations. In theory, with increasing number of clusters, the cluster sizes decrease. In turn, the smaller clusters tend to be more pure than larger ones. At all inflation settings, BlockClust produced less number of clusters with higher median precisions compared deepBlockAlign. Hence BlockClust potentially produces larger clusters with a higher precision.

Please note that the deepBlockAlign is an algorithm designed and optimized to identify similar processing patterns regardless of the ncRNA class. Therefore it might not give optimal results when used to cluster the ncRNAs into the families of their primary function.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ncRNA class</th>
<th>miRNA PPV</th>
<th>miRNA Recall</th>
<th>tRNA PPV</th>
<th>tRNA Recall</th>
<th>snoRNA C/D-box PPV</th>
<th>snoRNA C/D-box Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BlockClust</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DARIO</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Comparison of classification performance of BlockClust against DARIO.

Compared to DARIO, BlockClust exhibits a better precision for all three ncRNA classes and also slightly better recall for miRNAs. Whereas, DARIO achieves a better
recall for the remaining two classes. Please refer to Table 5 for comparison of BlockClust and DARIO. Note that since DARIO is available only as a web server we could not reliably assess its run times.

### 3.4 Clustering analysis

To examine whether the BlockClust encoding of the attributes is discriminative enough to cluster ncRNA classes, we analysed the clusters generated by the BlockClust as follows. First we clustered all blockgroups in one sample from Benchmark Data (GEO sample id: GSM768988) using BlockClust. Then for each ncRNA family, we considered the clusters with highest precision. The hierarchical clustering of these cluster instances along with the representative expression profiles are shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4: Hierarchical clustering of the BlockClust clusters of each family with highest precision. One representative read profile for miRNAs and snoRNAs, and two for tRNAs are shown. The annotation of the ncRNA can be seen under each profile as an horizontal bar.](image)

From clustering (Figure 4), we observed that the tRNA (blue) branch is constitute two different representative profiles for 5' and 3'- derived fragments. For miRNAs (purple), the classic 2-block profile can be found, where expressed block represents the miRNA and non-expressed block represents the degraded miRNA*. According to literature [TGL+09], the CD-box snoRNAs are mostly 5'-derived fragments. Surprisingly, in our example dataset, we observe CD-box snoRNAs with consistent 3'-derived fragments.

Finally, we investigate the tRNA (marked with *) that was clustered together with the miRNAs. Similar to miRNAs the read profile of this tRNA has a precisely cut 5'-derived
fragment (see top right corner box in Figure 4). It has been already demonstrated that such 5’-derived tRNA fragments could possibly processed by dicer as miRNAs [GP13] and have functional characteristics of miRNAs [MSS+13].

4 Conclusion

We presented **BlockClust**, an approach that can exploit processing traces of small ncRNAs to reliably and efficiently identify functional non-coding genes. We encode read expression profiles in compact discrete structures in order to use fast graph kernel approaches, obtaining competitive predictive performance and a significant speed-up compared to existing approaches. The complete work-flow of **BlockClust** and its tool dependencies are easily installable and usable from the galaxy [GNT+10] main toolshed: [http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/rnateam/blockclust_workflow](http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/rnateam/blockclust_workflow)
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Abstract: The analysis of protein domains has gained considerable attention over the last years. Many new insights on protein modular evolution, combined with improved domain detection, have paved the way for an integrated analysis of protein families from a domain-centric perspective. We recently released DoMosaics, a JAVA application that facilitates the interactive analysis of protein domain arrangements. DoMosaics combines guided domain annotation, a highly-customisable visualization of arrangements, and a number of analysis tools. It also integrates domain-centric algorithms such as CODD, which is used for the detection of divergent domain occurrences that have escaped Pfam thresholds, as well as RADS/RAMPAGE which provides means to search for proteins with a domain arrangement similar to a given query. RADS provides an alignment of domain strings as opposed to amino-acid sequences, while RAMPAGE produces an amino-acid alignment guided by RADS results. Hence, RADS/RAMPAGE produces fast and yet accurate alignments, and associated ranking, of proteins with similar domain arrangements. Together, these tools greatly simplify the domain-centric analysis of protein function, structure and evolution.

1 Introduction

The evolution of gene-encoding proteins is not only driven by mutation, insertion or deletion of single nucleotides, but also involves the rearrangement of larger genomic regions which frequently correspond to protein domains. Domains are the smallest structural, functional, and evolutionary units of proteins. They usually vary in length between 100-250 amino-acids, except for short repeat motifs [CGVT03]. Domains became a cornerstone of protein annotation thanks to Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), a powerful approach that captures family diversity, and databases of domain families such as Pfam that cover a large part of the protein universe [FBC+14]. Most proteins contain only one domain, while multidomain proteins represent less than 33% of proteins encoded by genomes [WKCA11]. However, the sequential order of the domains in a protein, or a protein’s “domain arrangement”, can be subject to recombination and has been shown to be a major factor of evolution and novelty in complex multicellular organisms. In the past 15 years, many studies have provided insights into the underlying mechanisms of modular protein evolution. An important foundation was the observation that many domains are ancient and shared between all organisms, as well as some domain combination with a strong conservation of N- to C-terminus order [AGT01]. In a recent study, we observed that the majority of novel arrangements can be explained by simple rearranging processes such as fusion, fission and
terminal domain loss \cite{MGS13}. These properties notably gave rise to domain-based algorithms such as the Co-occurrent Domain Detection (CODD) which allows detection of divergent domains \cite{TGMB09} based on patterns of domain co-occurrence, or the recent RADS/RAMPAGE approach which can identify and align similar proteins based on their domain content \cite{TWG14}.

2 RADS/RAMPAGE \cite{TWG14}

A key task in the analysis of protein families is the identification of a protein set which share similar domain arrangements. RADS (Rapid Alignment of Domain Strings) determines the similarity between two proteins by aligning their domain arrangements, using a classical dynamic programming algorithm, and hence does not require any amino-acid sequence information. A key advantage to this approach is the reduction in time complexity: while proteins in UniProt contain on average 324 amino acids, they harbour an average of only 1.5 domains (2.6 for multi-domain arrangements). The second method, RAMPAGE (Rapid Alignment Method of Proteins based on domain ArranGEments) complements RADS and addresses the need for increased sensitivity. RAMPAGE creates global alignments of amino-acid sequences using the domain-wise alignments provided by RADS as a guideline (see Figure 1). RAMPAGE alleviates the problem of aligning single-domain arrangements with RADS and performs with a sensitivity similar to, but significantly faster than, BLAST. We demonstrated that these methods yield biologically meaningful results, which work at a speed that is significantly faster than classical local alignment tools. We provided a fast C-based command-line application for running custom domain-string comparisons, a web interface for querying UniProt with Pfam and a command-line JAVA application for querying the web interface in batch mode, which can also be used as a JAVA library for programmatic access. To satisfy the need for a tool which simplifies the analysis of protein families by uniting these new approaches and by offering powerful visualization abilities, we developed DoMosaics \cite{MHT14}.

3 DoMosaics \cite{MHT14}

DoMosaics is a Java application that unifies protein domain annotation, domain arrangement analysis and visualization in a single tool. It simplifies the analysis of protein families by unifying disjunct procedures based on partly inconvenient command-line based applications and complex analysis tools. DoMosaics provides easy, GUI-based access to domain-annotation services such as InterPro, and can work without internet connection after downloading HMMER binaries, at http://hmmer.janelia.org, and HMM libraries from public domain databases as Pfam \cite{FBC14}. It can be used to analyze the change of domain arrangements along a phylogenetic tree, construct domain-guided dotplots and domain co-occurrence graphs, and perform divergent domain detection with CODD \cite{TGMB09}, and retrieve proteins with similar domain arrangements using queries to Uniprot with
Figure 1: Principle of the domain-driven amino-acid alignment by RAMPAGE (left panel). The right panel illustrates a query A2VP54 with RADS that recognizes the similar arrangement of C7TXY1, while BLAST fails to find it with an e-value threshold of 0.1 but finds the distant arrangement of C9Z9C4 at $10^{-6}$.

Figure 2: DoMosaics view of one protein family and domain-wise dotplot.

RADS/RAMPAGE [TWG+14]. Finally, DoMosaics allows for highly-customisable visualization, and can export high-quality, publication-ready images of protein domain arrangements.
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Abstract: Increasing our knowledge about molecular processes in response to a certain treatment or infection in plants, insects, or other organisms requires the identification of the genes involved in this response. In this paper, we propose the Profile Interaction Finder (PIF) to identify such genes from gene expression data which is based on a convex linear model, and we investigate its efficacy for two applications related to stimulus response. First, we seek to identify sets of putative regulatory genes that explain the expression levels of a gene under different stimuli best. Second, we aim at identifying genes that show a specific response to a stimulus or a combination of stimuli. For both applications, we study the expression response of two Arabidopsis species to treatment with the plant hormone auxin and of Apis mellifera to pathogen infection. The proposed approach may be of general utility for analyzing expression data with a focus on genes and gene sets that explain specific stimulus response.

1 Introduction

Genes in a living cell form a complex network in which the expression level of each gene, i.e., the concentration of messenger RNA molecules, depends on the expression level of other genes. For instance, the expression of a gene encoding a transcription factor (TF) could rise because of an external stimulus, which consequently influences – directly or indirectly – the transcription of tens or hundreds of other genes.

The investigation of the causal effects between one TF and its target genes is a difficult task requiring complex laboratory experiments. Fortunately, it is possible to get indications of potential regulatory relationships between genes by comparing their expression levels under different conditions, e.g., before and after stimulation. A variety of methods have been developed for this purpose, for a recent review see [WH14]. The higher the number of the involved data sets, and the more different conditions (treatments, time points, cell types, pathogens, etc.) are covered, the more detailed and accurate a prediction of the regulatory network could be. The underlying assumption is that genes that are closely connected in the regulatory network will also tend to have similar expression patterns under varying conditions. Mathematically speaking, gene expression levels obtained from $M$ experiments can be represented by an $M$-dimensional vector, and if two genes are neighbors within this $M$-dimensional space, they presumably have a tight relation to each
other in terms of their regulation.

A conventional clustering method like HCLUST [MC11] relying only on the relation between pairs of genes sometimes fails to model cases in which one gene is jointly regulated by several other genes while it is only loosely correlated with each individual regulator. The Local Context Finder (LCF) introduced by Katagiri and Glazebrook [KG03] addresses this problem by reconstructing the \( M \)-dimensional expression profile of a gene as a linear combination of the expression profiles of other (neighboring) genes. One limitation of this approach is that it does not regard anti-correlated expression profiles. Although it is well known that, e.g., TFs could either increase or suppress the transcription of target genes, the latter case is not considered by the LCF.

In this paper we propose a new approach, the Profile Interaction Finder (PIF), that uses a distance metric that takes into account both positive and negative correlations. The approach selects for each gene a set of neighboring reference profiles that together explain the expression values of the gene best. Reference profiles are either expression profiles of other genes, which possibly have a regulatory influence on the current gene, or prototype profiles that reflect in which data set a certain experimental condition was present or absent. The proposed approach extends the LCF in two aspects, namely by considering both positive and negative interactions, and by using the flexible and generalizing notion of reference profiles. These extensions are instrumental in answering two central questions when analyzing expression data: (i) Which genes might have a positive or negative influence on the expression pattern of other genes?, And (ii) which genes respond positively or negatively to certain experimental conditions?

## 2 Methods

Supposed that we measure the expression of genes under varying conditions in \( M \) different experiments. To each gene we assign an expression profile \( \mathbf{x} = (x_1, \ldots, x_M) \) containing the expression values of this gene. All expression profiles are normalized using a linear transformation such that the length \( \| \mathbf{x} \| = 1 \) and the mean \( \bar{\mathbf{x}} = 0 \). This normalization does not affect the Pearson correlation coefficient between two profiles \( \mathbf{x} \) and \( \mathbf{y} \), but it simplifies its calculation as the dot product \( \mathbf{x} \cdot \mathbf{y}^T \) which can be interpreted as the cosine of the angle between the two vectors.

The goal of the proposed algorithm is to approximate a given expression profile by a linear model of reference profiles that could be either expression profiles of other genes or artificially created prototype profiles describing experimental conditions. Supposed for example that we set \( n_m = 1 \) if the \( m \)-th experiment is measured under a certain condition \( c \), and \( n_m = 0 \) otherwise, then \( \mathbf{n} = (n_1, \ldots, n_M) \) is after normalization a prototype profile for the condition 'measured on condition \( c \)’. More detailed examples for prototype profiles will be given in Section 3.2.

PIF returns for each gene \( \mathbf{x} \) a set of neighboring profiles which are most informative for predicting \( \mathbf{x} \). The proposed approach consists of three steps: (i) PIF first selects candidate reference profiles \( \mathbf{n}_1, \ldots, \mathbf{n}_K \) related to \( \mathbf{x} \) (Section 2.1), which (ii) are used to reconstruct \( \mathbf{x} \)
by a linear model (Section 2.2), and finally (iii) the results are filtered using bootstrapping
(Section 2.3).

If gene expression profiles are used as references, the output could be interpreted as a
gene regulatory network in which every gene is linked to all genes in its neighborhood.
In case of prototype profiles, the genes could be sorted into clusters according to their
neighborhoods. Examples for both applications are discussed in Section 3.

2.1 Selection of Reference Profiles

Fitting a linear model to a given input profile \( \mathbf{x} \) could be computationally demanding,
especially if the number of reference profiles is large. We therefore restrict the calculation
to the subset of reference profiles that are most appropriate for reconstructing the input
profile. This filtering process reduces computational costs and also improves the quality
of the reconstruction by reducing noise.

For scoring the predictive power of a reference profile \( \mathbf{n} \) relative to \( \mathbf{x} \), we first compute the
Pearson correlation coefficient between the two profiles. If this value is either close to 1
(positive correlation) or close to \(-1\) (anti-correlation), then the two profiles are strongly
connected, and in both cases the reference profile would be appropriate for reconstructing
the input profile. A correlation coefficient of 0 on the other hand means that both vectors
are orthogonal and no information about the input profile could be derived from the ref-
ERENCE profile. The absolute value of the correlation coefficient \( s = |\mathbf{x} \cdot \mathbf{n}^T| \) is a good
indicator for the applicability of \( \mathbf{n} \) for reconstructing \( \mathbf{x} \). In contrast to the LCF given in
[KG03], which only chooses reference profiles with maximum positive dot product, PIF
also takes highly informative reference profiles with negative dot product into account.

We select at most \( K \) profiles with maximal score \( s \geq t \), where \( t \) is a user-defined threshold.
A high value of \( t \) ensures that only reference profiles in close proximity to the input profile
are used, whereas with \( t = 0 \) the filtering step would be omitted completely. In this paper
we use \( K = 10 \) and \( t = 0.25 \).

2.2 Linear Model Reconstruction

In the main step of our approach, we reconstruct the input profile \( \mathbf{x} \) as a linear combina-
tion of the reference profiles \( \mathbf{n}_1, \ldots, \mathbf{n}_K \) selected in step (i) (Section 2.1). We calculate
non-negative weights \( w_1, \ldots, w_K \) by a constrained linear fit such that the squared error
function \( f(\mathbf{w}) \) is minimized,

\[
f(\mathbf{w}) = \left\| \mathbf{x} - \sum_{k=1}^{K} w_k \mu_k \mathbf{n}_k \right\|^2 \text{ and } 1 = \sum_{k=1}^{K} w_k,
\]  

(1)
where \( \mu = (\mu_1, \ldots, \mu_K) \in \{-1, 1\}^K \) denotes the signs of the dot products \( x \cdot n_k^T \), i.e., \( \mu_k = 1 \) if \( x \cdot n_k^T \geq 0 \), and \( \mu_k = -1 \) if \( x \cdot n_k^T < 0 \). For reference profiles \( n_k \) that are anti-correlated to \( x \) the factor \( \mu_k = -1 \) reverts the direction of the reference profile such that the resulting profile \( v_k = \mu_k n_k \) and \( x \) are positively correlated. This reduces the reconstruction to a convex linear combination, where all weights \( w_k \) are non-negative and sum to one.

We reformulate the optimization problem by including the constraint on the weights by introducing the Lagrangian multiplier \( \lambda \):

\[
L(w, \lambda) = \left\| x - \sum_{k=1}^{K} w_k v_k \right\|^2 + \lambda \left( 1 - \left( \sum_{k=1}^{K} w_k \right) \right)
\]

We minimize \( L(w, \lambda) \) in eq. 2 by computing the derivatives for all \( w_k \) and then use the constraint in eq. 2 to compute \( \lambda \), yielding

\[
w_k = \sum_{j=1}^{K} s_{k,j}^{-1} \left( \frac{\lambda}{2} + v_j x^T \right) \\
\lambda = 2 \cdot \frac{1 - \left( \sum_{j=1}^{K} v_j x^T \left( \sum_{k=1}^{K} s_{k,j}^{-1} \right) \right)}{\sum_{j=1}^{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} s_{j,k}^{-1}},
\]

where \( v_j = \mu_j n_j \), and \( s^{-1} \) is the inverse of \( s = v \cdot v^T \) with \( v = (v_1, \ldots, v_K)^T \). If \( s \) becomes singular due to the linear dependence of some reference profiles, we compute the pseudo-inverse as suggested by [RS00].

The intended reconstruction of \( x \) is then given by the linear combination \( r = \sum_{k=1}^{K} w_k \mu_k n_k \).

### 2.3 Determining Robust Neighborhoods

The weights \( w_1, \ldots, w_K \) calculated in the previous section can be interpreted as degrees of relative importance of the reference profiles \( n_1, \ldots, n_K \) for the explanation of an expression profile \( x \). Reference profiles \( n_k \) with a low weight \( w_k \) are likely expendable. Given a user-defined threshold \( r \), we call the set \( \{ n_k | w_k \geq r \} \) of all reference profiles with weights of at least \( r \) the neighborhood of \( x \). In this paper, we set \( r = 0.1 \).

The approach comprised of step (i) and (ii) (Section 2.1 and 2.2) described so far could be affected by noise in the gene expression data. Hence, we use bootstrapping in order to increase the reliability of the results. Given a data set with \( M \) samples, bootstrapping samples \( M \) out of these \( M \) samples with replacement, and we apply PIF to this sampled data set. We perform this bootstrapping step \( L = 1000 \) times and keep only reference profiles in the neighborhood of a gene which occurred in this neighborhood for at least \( p \) percent of the \( L \) repeats. In this paper, we use a thresholds of \( p = 50\% \) for gene expression reference profiles (Section 3.1) and \( p = 75\% \) for prototype profiles (Section 3.2).
3 Results

We will now investigate if PIF is capable of producing biologically relevant results when applied to reconstructing gene regulatory networks (Section 3.1) and to clustering genes according to experimental conditions (Section 3.2).

3.1 Reconstruction of Regulatory Networks

Auxin is one of the key phytohormones that controls plant development and growth. So far, only parts of auxin signaling are understood [DRQ08]. For the identification of novel candidate genes that might be involved in auxin signaling network, we applied PIF on a time-series of gene expression data of the two closely related plant species *Arabidopsis thaliana* and *Arabidopsis lyrata*, measured using expression microarrays at 0, 1, and 3 hours after auxin treatment. Each measurement was repeated three times, yielding $M = 2 \times 3 \times 3 = 18$ data sets.

We processed and normalized the raw data as described in [P+13]. 9091 genes with a coefficient of variation above 0.05 were selected for further analysis. Each of these genes could be regulated either enhanced or repressed by any of the other genes, so we used the expression profiles of all 9091 genes as possible reference profiles.

Figure 1 shows a part of the reconstructed gene network connected to the well known auxin responsive gene AT5G54510 that is up-regulated upon auxin stimulation. According to the PIF analysis, AT5G54510 is part of the neighborhoods of four other genes. The correlation coefficients between AT5G54510 and the two genes AT3G58190 and AT4G37295 are positive, so AT5G54510 might have an enhancing effect on their expression. In contrast to that, the correlation coefficients to the other two target genes AT4G10270 and AT3G10040 are negative, suggesting that AT5G54510 possibly suppresses their transcription.

None of the four genes related to AT5G54510 had been identified to be involved in the auxin signaling pathway. Nevertheless, especially AT3G58190 seems to be very likely involved in hormone signaling, since this gene is also connected to two more factors AT4G14560 and AT4G27260 both related to the hormone metabolism.

3.2 Prototype Analysis

In addition to the reconstruction of gene regulatory networks we can use the *Arabidopsis* data from the previous section to address various further questions. Examples are: ‘Which genes respond quickly, or with a delay to auxin stimulation?’ or ‘Which genes are regulated differently in the two species?’ PIF is capable of answering these questions by using prototype profiles that reflect the different time points and species of the data sets (Figure 2A). Figure 2B-D shows an example of the results of this analysis, a cluster of 16 genes initially highly expressed in both species and later down-regulated, but more
strongly in *Arabidopsis thaliana* than in *Arabidopsis lyrata*.

This expression pattern is described by a combination of three prototype profiles (Figure 2B). Each single prototype profile differs strongly from the expression profiles of the genes in this cluster (Figure 2C and D), so the cluster could only be found because PIF reconstructs expression profiles by combining several reference profiles (Section 2.2).

Statistical analysis reveals that for the GO-term [T+04] ‘RNA’ the number of annotated genes in this cluster is significantly higher than expected (p-value > 0.05, Fisher’s exact test). This indicates that PIF possibly sorted the genes into biological meaningful clusters.

To investigate if PIF could also handle more diverse input data, we applied it to multiple data sets collected for a metastudy [Tra14] concerning the impact of different pathogens on gene expression in honeybee (*Apis mellifera*), see Table 1. The expression data were collected from different sources, measured for different tissues and on different platforms, and preprocessed with different methods, so they have very different dynamic ranges. Hence, we decided to use relative ranks [BAAH04] instead of raw gene expressions as input for PIF.

We group 6242 genes present in all 9 data sets according to their response pattern to different experimental conditions, namely pathogens and tissues, see Figure 2A. Figure 2B-D show the example of a gene cluster containing 15 genes that respond positively to nosema infection in the fat body but negatively in the gut. Gut and fat body are distinct parts of the honeybee abdomen; genes in this group may be related to the immune response activated due to the infection. Although the individual genes within the clusters are more diverse than in the data set for *Arabidopsis*, their expression profiles broadly follow the pattern defined by the prototypes.
Figure 2: PIF analysis using prototype profiles as reference. The left panel shows results of the *Arabidopsis* data analysis, and the right panel shows results of the *Apis mellifera* metastudy. A: The complete set of prototype profiles (before normalization) used in the analysis. B: Neighboring prototype profiles for one selected gene cluster. Prototype profiles which correlate positively to the genes in the cluster are shown in red; anti-correlations are shown in green. C: Averaged expression profiles of the genes in the cluster. The orange boxes show the area between the first and the third quartile. D: Heat maps showing the expression profiles of genes in the cluster. Each line represents one gene. Red boxes show highly expressed/up-regulated genes, and green boxes show low expressed/down-regulated genes.
4 Conclusions

The identification of genes acting as regulators of other genes or responding specifically to certain experimental conditions is an important aspect of gaining knowledge about gene regulatory processes in response to a treatment or infection. In this paper, we propose PIF, the Profile Interaction Finder, a novel approach that can be applied to expression data sets in order to tackle these questions.

Studying data sets of *A. thaliana* and *A. lyrata* after auxin treatment, and of *A. mellifera* after infection with different pathogens, PIF successfully identified genes related to the cell responses for the respective stimulus. In addition to that, PIF determined novel putative regulators that might affect several other genes in the downstream response. The detected targets of the *Arabidopsis* gene AT5G54510 for example had not yet been identified to be involved in the auxin signaling pathway. This shows that PIF is capable to discover previously unknown relationships between genes. The obtained results are highly relevant, as shown by linking them to already existing biological knowledge, represented for example in the gene ontology. Being capable to identify not only enhancing but also suppressing regulators is another advantageous feature of PIF. For example, with our method we were able to find two genes which are possibly down-regulated by AT5G54510.

Hence we conclude that PIF is a valuable tool for getting deeper insights into biological processes by analyzing gene expression data under varying experimental conditions.
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Abstract: The reliable identification of genes is a challenging and crucial part of genome research. Various methods aiming at accurate predictions have evolved that predict genes \textit{ab initio} on reference sequences or \textit{evidence based} with help of additional information. With high-throughput RNA-Seq data reflecting currently expressed genes, a particularly meaningful source of information has become commonly available. However, a particular challenge in including RNA-Seq data is the difficult handling of ambiguously mapped reads. Therefore we developed GIIRA, a novel gene finder that is exclusively based on RNA-Seq data and inherently includes ambiguously mapped reads. Evaluation on simulated and real data and comparison with existing methods incorporating RNA-Seq information highlight the accuracy of GIIRA in identifying the expressed genes. Further, we developed a framework to integrate GIIRA and other gene finders to obtain a verified and accurate set of gene predictions.

1 Introduction

Accurate gene identification is an important and also challenging part of genome analysis pipelines. Hence, various gene finders have evolved, which are categorized as \textit{ab initio} and \textit{evidence based} (including \textit{comparative}) gene finders. Ab initio approaches predict genes exclusively on the target sequence and perform identifications based on training data and strategies such as Hidden Markov models. In contrast, evidence based methods report genes depending on observed evidence, such as EST libraries or protein sequences. Further, there exist hybrid approaches that combine ab initio gene prediction with additional evidence to verify the predicted genes [GKE12].
Since none of these strategies is bias-free, also methods combining predictions have evolved. These approaches introduce weighting schemes to score different predictions and merge the output of different input gene finders.

Despite all efforts, gene identification still faces significant challenges handling complex gene structures, rare splice sites or mutations in genes [GKE12]. These problems can be overcome by using the knowledge available from high-throughput RNA-Seq experiments, which reflect genes expressed under experimental conditions and hence provide valuable information to identify novel or confirm predicted genes. One challenge in including RNA-Seq information is the presence of ambiguous reads, which map to several locations in the genome and therefore complicate the gene prediction. However, discarding ambiguously mapped reads may result in a significant loss of prediction accuracy, since for instance repetitive or highly similar regions or paralogous genes lead to a substantial part of non-unique mappings.

To utilize the complete information contained in RNA-Seq experiments for gene identification we developed GIIRA (Gene Identification Incorporating RNA-Seq and Ambiguous reads), a de novo gene predictor that works on a reference genome and reads derived in a RNA-Seq experiment [ZLR14]. Since GIIRA is also excellently suited to be combined with predictions from other gene finders we further developed an easy-to-use framework to merge results of different prediction strategies. This allows to combine advantages of diverse methods to obtain a verified and accurate set of gene predictions [ZR14].

2 Methods and Results

![Workflow of GIIRA](image)

Figure 1: Workflow of GIIRA: Given a genomic sequence and a set of RNA-Seq reads, reads are mapped to the reference (A) and the resulting alignment is then analyzed by GIIRA. Candidate genes are extracted (B) and ambiguous reads are reassigned using a maximum-flow optimization (C). Finally, candidate genes are evaluated based on the reallocated reads (D).

As depicted in Figure 1, GIIRA is based on an alignment of reads from a RNA-Seq experiment to the DNA sequence of interest. Based on the observed mapping coverage GIIRA identifies candidate genes and searches the most likely start and stop position for each candidate (Fig. 1.B). Several parameters that can be user-defined or estimated from
the alignment control the verification of splicing events or coverage variations. All overlapping reads, regardless if unique or ambiguous mapping, are assigned to their corresponding candidate gene.

Prokaryotic candidates undergo an additional extraction step because prokaryotic operons contain a continuously expressed region including one or more genes that have to be identified respecting the present open reading frames (ORFs). An algorithm formulated as a linear program optimizes the set of chosen ORFs with focus on selecting a set that covers a large number of bases in this operon while restricting the overall number of ORFs.

In the previous steps all read mappings contributed equally to the extraction of candidate regions, even if a read had multiple mappings with similar quality. However, as each sequenced read can only arise from one genomic locus, we have to reassign ambiguously mapped reads to their most likely origin. To do so, GIIRA uses a maximum-flow approach formulated as an integer linear program that is based on the coverage of the gene candidates, their support from unique mappings and the ambiguity of the reads themselves (Fig. 1.C).

The rationale behind this approach is that if several genes compete for the same read, their overall read coverage and the presence of support from unique reads indicates the most likely origin of this read. Both factors do not only enhance the probability for a candidate to be chosen, but also decrease the chances of the competitors such that the number and quality of the competitors directly affects the choice for the best origin.

The problem of assigning each read to exactly one gene candidate can be formulated as a network problem as illustrated in Figure 2. We define a network $G=(N,E)$ with edge set $E$ and node set $N=R \cup C \cup s \cup t$ with nodes $r \in R$ representing reads and nodes $c \in C$ representing gene candidates, respectively. Source node $s$ and target node $t$ are defined for technical reasons. Further, all edges are directed and an edge $e_{ij} \in E$ between two nodes represents that read $r_i \in R$ is assigned to gene $c_j \in C$. Note that each edge has a capacity, which can be understood as the maximal input that can pass through this edge. In contrast, nodes have an unlimited throughput.

The aim of the maximum-flow is to set all capacities $\varphi_{ij}$ (belonging to edges $e_{ij}$ connecting a read $r_i$ to a candidate $c_j$) in a way that the flow passing from source to target node is maximized.

After a unique position for each read has been assigned, the candidate genes are refined accordingly and genes lacking read support are erased (Fig. 1.D). Further, all remaining genes are scored based on their read coverage and the quality and former ambiguity of assigned reads. This allows an easy post-processing to verify genes for follow-up analyses, for instance to filter out genes with overall low support.
We evaluated GIIRA in three simulations and two real datasets, where it performed favorably in comparison to three prokaryotic and eukaryotic gene finders as well as the RNA-Seq based method Cufflinks [TWP+10]. In particular for prokaryotes, GIIRA showed a substantial increase in both sensitivity and specificity compared to existing gene finders. While comparing the methods, we also tested combinations of GIIRA with predictions from other gene finders. Combining the results of different gene finding strategies complemented the single method predictions and resulted in significantly improved prediction accuracy, also in comparison to existing approaches for prediction combination [ZR14].
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Abstract: High-throughput techniques like ChIP-seq, ChIP-exo, and protein binding microarrays (PBMs) demand for novel de novo motif discovery approaches that focus on accuracy and runtime on large data sets. While specialized algorithms have been designed for discovering motifs in in-vivo ChIP-seq/ChIP-exo or in in-vitro PBM data, none of these works equally well for all these high-throughput techniques. Here, we present Dimont, a general approach for fast and accurate de-novo motif discovery from high-throughput data, which achieves a competitive performance on both ChIP-seq and PBM data compared to recent approaches specifically designed for either technique. Hence, Dimont allows for investigating differences between in-vitro and in-vivo binding in an unbiased manner using a unified approach. For most transcription factors, Dimont discovers similar motifs from in-vivo and in-vitro data, but we also find notable exceptions. Scrutinizing the benefit of modeling dependencies between binding site positions, we find that more complex motif models often increase prediction performance and, hence, are a worthwhile field of research.

Original paper: doi: 10.1093/nar/gkt831
http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/content/41/21/e197

1 Introduction

Transcription factors are a major component of gene regulation as they bind to specific binding sites in promoters of genes and subsequently activate or repress gene expression. The de novo discovery of transcription factor binding motifs and binding sites from data obtained by wet-lab experiments is still a challenging problem in bioinformatics, and has not been fully solved yet.

Today, two prevalent sources of experimental data are chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by high-throughput sequencing (ChIP-seq and ChIP-exo) and protein binding microarrays (PBMs). Chromatin IP experiments yield approximate genomic regions bound
by transcription factors \textit{in-vivo}, where each of the bound regions is associated with a measure of transcription factors abundance (often termed \textit{peak statistics}) at that specific region. PBM experiments yield information about binding affinity (measured as \textit{probe intensities}) of transcription factors to an unbiased collection of probe sequences \textit{in-vitro}.

2 \hspace{1cm} \textbf{Approach}

We present Dimont [GPGK13], a \textit{de novo} motif discovery approach especially tailored to data from these high-throughput techniques. In contrast to previous approaches, Dimont uses a weighted discriminative learning principle for learning model parameters, which exploits the measures of confidence obtained experimentally, namely peak statistics or probe intensities. This learning principle relies on a common rank-based weighting schema that allows for integrating these different measures of confidence. Strategies for runtime optimization implemented in Dimont result in runtimes of approximately 10 minutes on an average-sized ChIP-seq data set.

3 \hspace{1cm} \textbf{Key findings}

Dimont successfully discovers all motifs of the ChIP-seq data sets of Ma \textit{et al.} [M12]. On the data sets of Weirauch \textit{et al.} [W13], it predicts PBM intensities from probe sequence with higher accuracy than any of the approaches specifically designed for that purpose. Dimont also reports the expected motifs for several ChIP-exo data sets. Hence, Dimont is the first approach that yields a competitive performance on both \textit{in-vitro} and \textit{in-vivo} data using a unified approach.

This allows us to investigate differences between \textit{in-vitro} and \textit{in-vivo} binding in an unbiased manner. We find that for most transcription factors, the motifs discovered by Dimont are in good accordance between techniques. However, we also find notable exceptions, where the motifs obtained from ChIP and PBM experiments for the same transcription factor differ substantially, although both yield accurate predictions on data sets obtained by the corresponding technique.

We use the common framework of Dimont to additionally study the impact of motif models incorporating dependencies between adjacent positions (inhomogeneous Markov models of higher order) compared to standard position weight matrices on prediction accuracy. We find that modeling adjacent dependencies indeed improves prediction accuracy for several transcription factors for both, \textit{in-vitro} and \textit{in-vivo} data. Notably, this improvement often persists for predictions across techniques, i.e., for learning a model from \textit{in-vivo} data and testing it on \textit{in-vitro} data, and vice versa. The latter finding supports that the more complex motif models indeed capture relevant biological information instead of amplifying experimental biases due to the different techniques.
4 Availability

We provide a Dimont web-server at galaxy.informatik.uni-halle.de and a command line application at www.jstacs.de/index.php/Dimont. For installing Dimont into a local Galaxy, the web-application is also available from the Galaxy tool shed [B+14] at toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/ view/grau/dimont_motif_discovery. Dimont has been integrated into the open source platform Chipster [K+11] since Chipster v2.11.

5 Talk outline

After a brief introduction into the problem of de novo motif discovery and experimental techniques, the first part of the talk focuses on the specifics of the approach implemented in Dimont. While some of the methods presented in this part are specific to motif discovery, others are also applicable to other fields of bioinformatics as, for instance, the common weighting schema developed for ChIP and PBM data. In the second part, we will present results of the comparison of in-vivo and in-vitro data and of modeling intra-motif dependencies. Finally, we give a brief overview of the Dimont web and command line applications.
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Abstract: Web browsers and web applications have become common tools in bioinformatics over the past decades. Many existing web applications revolve around server-client interaction, where heavy computational tasks are often outsourced to the server and the presentation is handled on the client-side. However, more recent additions to the web browser technology embrace the capability of handling more complex operations on the client-side itself, cutting out most of the server-client interaction except for data loading.

This paper contributes to the exploration of the potential of approaches to implement and speed up computational expensive tasks, like image cluster analysis, within a client-side web browser environment. The experimental results, incorporating the well-known \( k \)-means algorithm which serves as a platform for various parallelization approaches, indicate the possibility to achieve real time image clustering. Especially for the available MALDI-MSI data set the results look promising. Despite good results of multithreading approaches, algorithmic approaches appear to be relevant too. Therefore advancements in accelerating the \( k \)-means algorithm itself are considered.

1 Introduction

Imaging systems have become a relevant factor in biological disciplines. Especially sophisticated imaging methods such as Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization Mass Spectrometry Imaging (MALDI-MSI) or Raman imaging, but also the enhancement of traditional optical light microscopic methods through fluorescence microscopy, provide the possibility of visual analysis of biological specimen on a cellular and subcellular level. MALDI-MSI and Raman imaging in particular not only provide high fidelity molecular compound analysis but also acquire regiospecific molecular measurements, which allows a visual representation of tissue biology on the basis of specific molecules, e.g., proteins, metabolites or peptides [NC13].

Although modern imaging techniques are able to give deeper insight into the biological system of an analyzed specimen and greatly contribute to the understanding of biologi-
cal molecules, the evaluation and analysis of such generated data sets can be complex. Multivariate images generated by biological imaging methods usually contain hundreds (multi-spectral) to several thousands (hyper-spectral) images, depending on the complexity of a probed sample and the chosen imaging method [F⁺13].

To provide the required computational resources for the analysis of complex data sets and to make the results easily available to researchers in different settings, modern analysis and visualization methods often involve server-client applications. The server side of an application handles expensive computational tasks for multivariate data analysis, employing either computing clusters or cloud computing solutions to ensure reasonably fast computation. The client side of such applications handles the visualization of the computational results and offers an interface to the analysis methods. The drawback of server-client applications is asynchronous processing, since it is not ensured that a task submitted to a server is computed immediately. This prevents server-client applications from true interactivity, which is desired especially in the context of data mining and exploratory data analysis [L⁺11] [HLN11].

Modern desktop computers are able to use extensive computational resources. Due to technological advancements, multi-core processors as well as powerful graphic cards are common assets. Furthermore, advancements in web browser technology enable them to use the provided resources even from within a standard web browser. Modern web browser implementations provide multithreading capabilities and also allow accelerated 3D graphics support by accessing graphic cards. As a result, client side applications with access to more and more computational capabilities of current desktop computers, which are also easy to access and update, are possible.

In the following, the focus is laid on achieving real-time cluster analysis of spectral image data within a client-side web browser environment. This aims at interactive exploration of high dimensional data sets, with respect to different clustering parameters, e.g., number of prototypes, or varying input, e.g., subsets of the data, for visual display of different clustering results (clustringmaps) [K⁺12]. Therefore, it is investigated how much speedup, if any, can be achieved for k-means using the current multithreading capabilities of web browsers. To better evaluate the effects of multithreading and further accelerate the analysis, several established algorithmic enhancements of k-means were considered in addition to a standard implementation. For convenience, a short introduction into the clustering problem with k-means and a definition of the data structure is given in Section 2. Section 3 introduces two approaches to accelerate the k-means algorithm, whereas the first approach is based on using so called web workers¹ for parallel execution and the second approach refers to the strategy to reduce the amount of distance calculations needed, by applying the triangle inequality [Elk03]. The experimental results of these approaches are presented in Section 4 and discussed in Section 5. Section 6 summarizes the findings and gives an outlook on improvements for parallel computation using future web browser features.

¹http://www.whatwg.org/specs/web-apps/current-work/multipage/workers.html
2 Data- and Problem Definition

This section presents the clustering problem with the $k$-means algorithm on multivariate images. Therefore definitions are given for high dimensional image datasets and the $k$-means algorithm.

2.1 Data definition

![Multivariate image](image)

Figure 1: Multivariate image $X$ with dimensionality $d$. In the context of imaging $d$ is often referred to as the number of *channels*. Each channel represents one image $X_i \in X_1, \ldots, X_d$, with dimensions $x \times y$.

Biological multivariate images generated with, e.g., MALDI-MSI or Raman Imaging combine information on molecular composition and position and thereby enable localization of molecular compounds. The underlying concept is to fixate a biological specimen or a section of one and probe it in a regular order (rasterisation), acquiring a spectrum of information per sampled position. This not only allows the correlation of identified features to a specific location within the sample, but also visualization.

A multivariate image $X$ contains an ordered set of greyscale images $\{X_1, \ldots, X_d\}$ (see Figure 1) where each image $X_i = (x_d)$ is a $x \times y$ matrix of intensity values. Each image $X_i$ visually represents the spatial distribution of a selected feature $i$ in the original sample. Concatenating all intensity values for a fixed $x, y$ coordinate over all images $X_i$ recovers the original spectrum.

2.2 $k$-means

The $k$-means algorithm is one of the most famous unsupervised learning algorithms for cluster analysis [W+08] [Jai10]. Since its publication in the middle of the 20th century, several variations were developed. Lloyd’s algorithm is often referred to as the standard $k$-means algorithm [Llo82].
The goal of $k$-means is to partition a set $X = x_1, x_2, ..., x_n$ into $k$ subsets ($k < N$). Each subset is represented through a prototype $\mu_k$. These subsets are referred to as clusters $C = c_1, c_2, ..., c_k$ with their respective prototypes $\mu_k$. To partition a set $X$ into $k$ subsets the algorithm locates similarities by minimizing $J(C)$ (see equation 1), the sum-of-squared errors, between each datapoint $x_i$ and its corresponding prototype $\mu_k$ of a cluster $c_k$.

$$J(C) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \sum_{x_i \in c_k} \|x_i - \mu_k\|^2$$ (1)

To achieve a local minimum $J(C)$, the algorithm cycles through two steps which can be described as:

1. **Find the closest prototype**
2. **Update prototypes**

The runtime of the $k$-means algorithm is thereby primarily influenced by the distance calculations, which are performed to find the closest prototype $\mu_k$ to a datapoint $x_i$. Since this action needs to be performed for each datapoint $x_i$, the runtime is denoted as $\Theta(n \cdot k \cdot d)$, where $d$ depicts the dimensionality of the datapoint and the prototype. The recalculation of the centroids is the second factor in the $k$-means algorithm. The runtime of this step is denoted as $\Theta(n \cdot k \cdot d)$. However these two parts do not increase cardinality. Thus, the overall runtime of the $k$-means algorithm is linear in all its factors and is described as $\Theta(n \cdot k \cdot d \cdot i)$, where $i$ denotes the number of iterations.

### 3 Methods

This section introduces the approaches which were considered to achieve real time clustering in a client-side web browser environment.

#### 3.1 Multithreading in web browsers

Modern web browsers allow JavaScript (JS) web applications to spawn operating system level threads via the **Web Worker**-interface, which enables actual concurrent computing. Applications can thus execute time consuming operations in the background without interfering with user interfaces. Threads invoked by the application execute a JS script, which is called a worker. Each worker operates in its own global scope, thus does not share any resources with other threads. Communication, e.g., messaging or data transfer, between threads is done in a **Message Passing Interface (MPI)** like manner and allows bidirectional messaging between parent and child threads. Transferring data can be done

in either two ways. The first way is structural cloning, where objects can be cloned and copied to other threads. The second way is transferable objects. Incorporating another more recent feature of modern web browsers in the form of typed arrays\(^3\), this technique passes a reference to the buffer of an object to other threads. Generally workers can be separated into two different categories, depending on their way to communicate with other threads [Fla11].

**Dedicated worker** is the standard worker which is implemented by all modern browsers. The dedicated worker can send to and receive from one parent thread, but is not able to send messages sideways. Thus the dedicated worker can’t interact with other worker threads.

**Shared worker** is an implementation which is not communicating via messages alone, but each worker also has specific *ports* it listens to. The shared worker can receive messages from more than one application and allows worker-threads to communicate with each other.

Thus, the actual parallelization scheme becomes similar to approaches using MPI. The idea for dedicated workers is to distribute data evenly between the worker-threads. Speedup is gained, since each thread has to do less calculations:

```plaintext
#Parent thread:
   Distribute data evenly between the child threads.
Repeat until convergence:
  #Child threads:
    Calculate the best matching unit.
    Return indices.
  #Parent thread:
    Calculate new prototypes.
```

### 3.2 Accelerated \(k\)-means through geometric reasoning

A focus of research concerning \(k\)-means is acceleration by using additional information available at runtime through geometric reasoning [PM99]. The central concept is to avoid unnecessary distance calculations by using the triangle inequality. For any three points \(x\), \(y\) and \(z\) the following equation applies:

\[
d(x, z) \leq d(x, y) + d(y, z)
\]  

(2)

Especially in later iterations Lloyd’s algorithm tends to undergo unnecessary distance calculations when cluster centers are almost settled. This is particularly time consuming for higher dimensional datasets. Furthermore, it is not necessary to know the exact distance from a datapoint \(x_i\) to its corresponding center \(c_j\), as long as the triangle inequality holds true.

\(^3\)https://www.khronos.org/registry/typedarray/specs/latest/
Additional information is passed from one iteration to the next iteration in the form of upper bounds and lower bounds. The upper bound $u(x)$ denotes the distance of a datapoint $x_i$ to its closest corresponding center $c_j$. The lower bound $l(x, c')$ denotes the distance of a datapoint $x_i$ to each centroid $c'$, where $c_j \neq c'$ [Elk03].

Obtaining useful lower bounds that help to skip unnecessary distance calculations will not be discussed here, detailed information can be found in C. Elkan’s paper “Using the Triangle Inequality to Accelerate $k$-means” [Elk03]. Elkan proposes to utilize the triangle inequality by computing an upper bound $u(x)$ and keeps track of $k - 1$ lower bounds $l(x, c')$ for each datapoint $x_i$. Although the algorithm achieves massive speedup compared to the standard $k$-means algorithm, it needs additional memory for lower bounds, which is used to keep track of the distances of a datapoint $x_i$ to each centroid $c'$ (where $c' \neq c$ and $c$ denotes the closest center).

Variations of the accelerated $k$-means algorithm proposed by G. Hamerly and Drake & Hamerly’s adaptive $k$-means algorithm show that it is possible to skip most of the distance computations by keeping track of fewer lower bounds. Hamerly’s algorithm keeps track of only one upper bound and one lower bound [Ham10]. The adaptive $k$-means algorithm keeps track of a variable number $b$ of useful lower bounds, which are considered for distance computations. Generally good runtime of the algorithm is achieved for an interval of $\frac{k}{8} \leq b \leq \frac{k}{4}$ [DH12]. Thus, both variations have a much lower memory profile but exceed Elkan’s algorithm for lower (Hamerly’s algorithm) to mid range (adaptive $k$-means) dimensional datasets [DH12].

Adaptive $k$-means is used here as an algorithmic approach to faster execution and was implemented in JavaScript. Additionally, a threaded version using web workers was developed.

4 Experimental Results

This section presents the observations made during the experiments with the different $k$-means implementations. All results were produced with an Intel Core i7-3632 QM @ 2.20 ×4 CPU and 8GB Memory. As web browsers Mozilla Firefox version 27 and Google Chrome version 32 were used. The experimental setup primarily considers multithreading approaches with dedicated workers and algorithmic enhancements using adaptive $k$-means.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>standard-kmeans</td>
<td>Standard $k$-means implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>worker-kmeans</td>
<td>$standard-kmeans$ executed from a web worker script</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>threaded-kmeans</td>
<td>Threaded $k$-means implementation employing web workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trans-thread-kmeans</td>
<td>$threaded-kmeans$ modified to use transferable objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adapt-kmeans</td>
<td>$k$-means implementation based on the adaptive $k$-means algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thread-adapt-kmeans</td>
<td>Threaded version of $adapt-kmeans$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2: Sample images for three different datasets: 1. A 500 × 500 multivariate image of random intensity images ranging from 0 to 255 and dimensions of \( d = 30 \) and \( d = 60 \). 2. A 300 × 300 tiled constructed multivariate image containing 9 clusters plus background and dimensions of \( d = 30 \) and \( d = 60 \). The tiles vary their intensities between \(-5\) and \(+5\) of their average. 3. A 120 × 50 MALDI-MSI dataset from a study on barley seed germination [Gor13] with dimensions of \( d = 54 \) and \( d = 94 \).

In the following, the different versions will be referenced to as shown in Table 1. The algorithms are considered to reach convergence if 90% of the centroids do not differ in the distance of an \( \epsilon \)-environment of \( 1 \cdot 10^{-7} \) to the centroids of the previous iteration. If no convergence occurs, the process is terminated after 1000 iterations. For the experiments, three different datasets were employed to verify performance in terms of runtime (Figure 2.1), accuracy (Figure 2.2) and behavior on real MALDI-MSI data (Figure 2.3). The runtime of the different implementations listed in Table 1 depends on the web browser used. Overall, Chrome achieved better execution times than Firefox for the single threaded versions, i.e., standard-kmeans and adapt-kmeans. In particular, the standard-kmeans method showed the best results for runtime on the datasets using Chrome, but good runtime results can also be observed using Firefox (see Figure 3). The second single threaded \( k \)-means version, i.e., adapt-kmeans, showed high variance in its runtime performance. The obtained runtime results for the Firefox browser show that the algorithmic enhancement achieved slightly better performance for the constructed and the MALDI-MSI dataset (see Figure 3(c) and (e)), however, particularly for the Chrome browser the adapt-kmeans algorithm performs worse than standard-kmeans (see right column of Figure 3).

Firefox performs consistently better for threaded \( k \)-means versions such as threaded-kmeans, trans-thread-kmeans and adapt-thread-kmeans (see Figure 3). In the case of the threaded version of the adaptive \( k \)-means, the runtime experiments had to be terminated. Due to extensive memory usage, the test runs could not be finished (see Figure 3(a) and (b)). Also, the threaded \( k \)-means method using transferable objects, i.e., trans-thread-kmeans, was outperformed by the version using structural cloning, i.e., threaded-kmeans, in most cases (see Figure 3). The threaded-kmeans method achieves runtime performance comparable to standard-kmeans (see Figure 3(c) and (e)) and also exceeds the runtime performance of the single threaded standard-kmeans version (see Figure 3(a)). In addition, it could be observed that the single threaded \( k \)-means version pushed into a background thread, i.e., worker-kmeans, overall performed worse than the standard-kmeans version (see Figure 3).
(a) Random image dataset with Firefox

(b) Random image dataset with Chrome

(c) Constructed image dataset with Firefox

(d) Constructed image dataset with Chrome

(e) MALDI-MSI dataset with Firefox

(f) MALDI-MSI dataset with Chrome

Figure 3: Runtime results of the employed datasets for the Firefox browser (left column) and the Chrome browser (right column). Figures (a) and (b) Runtime results of the employed $k$-means versions for $k = 15, 50$ and $100$ on the random image dataset. Figures (c) and (d) Runtime results of the employed $k$-means versions for $d = 30$ and $60$ on the constructed image dataset. Figures (e) and (f) Runtime results of the employed $k$-means versions for $d = 54$ and $94$ on the MALDI-MSI image dataset.
5 Discussion

On the one hand, the results show that both Firefox and Chrome are able to perform complex tasks such as clustering multi-spectral image data in a client-side environment. The standard single threaded $k$-means version overall shows good performance on any of the datasets and delivers reasonable fast results even for huge datasets (see Figure 1.1 and Figure 3). On the other hand, the runtime experiments show unexpected variability in the performance of the algorithmic enhancement approaches and the threaded versions of the $k$-means algorithm. One possible reason for the adaptive $k$-means methods to not deliver the expected performance boost might be that the termination criterion does not fit and other criteria might show better results. The high memory usage observed for the threaded version of the adaptive $k$-means can partly be explained by the characteristics of web workers, since a web worker has high memory usage.

For the threaded approaches in general, the overhead for worker start-up and communication between the threads likely predominates the effects from parallel execution and no speedup can be measured. Another unexpected observation was made regarding the use of transferable objects and structural cloning. Transferable objects are a reference that is passed to a worker-thread. As a consequence the communication delay becomes smaller and a one to two orders of magnitude faster data transfer rate, than with structural cloning, can be achieved. Despite faster transfer rates the trans-thread-kmeans method overall took longer to finish, which is likely caused by the usage of native arrays and thus achieving higher precision in the distance computation and recalculation of the $k$-means prototypes.

6 Conclusion and Outlook

With respect to the initially formulated question, if it is possible to achieve online real time clustering of high dimensional datasets within a client-side web browser environment, the experimental results show that this goal could be successfully achieved for multi-spectral image datasets. The second question, whether or not it is feasible to accelerate heavy computational tasks, like clustering, with either computational approaches or algorithmic enhancements needs to be investigated further. At least for the current browser versions, trying to accelerate $k$-means with mutithreading or by using the adaptive version actually performs slower than the standard implementation.

Regardless of problems concerning the multithreaded versions of the $k$-means algorithm, the runtime experiment results show, that online real time clustering of multi-spectral datasets is possible. This enables new visualizations, e.g., a user can cluster a hyperspectral image, de-select single channels of it and get a new clustering result directly. Thereby, interactive exploration of datasets with the help of cluster analysis becomes possible.

Both web browsers achieve good performance and respond with a new clustering result in less than three seconds for either of the datasets and with all channels selected. It remains to be seen if the threading approaches get more potential with future features for web browsers. With broader support across all browsers the shared worker API might be a
possible candidate for concurrency computing models in a web browser environment. Up until now, single threaded approaches seem to be superior to concurrency models. With later iterations of the Web Worker interface and optimized approaches for concurrency computing in a web browser environment, client-side web browser solutions can become a viable addition to current approaches for the analysis of high dimensional image datasets.
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Abstract: The explosion of the biological data has dramatically reformed today’s biological research. The need to integrate and analyze high-dimensional biological data on a large scale is driving the development of novel bioinformatics approaches. Biclustering, also known as simultaneous clustering or co-clustering, has been successfully utilized to discover local patterns in gene expression data and similar biomedical data types. Here, we contribute a new approach: Bi-Force. It is based on the weighted bicluster editing model, to perform biclustering on arbitrary sets of biological entities, given any kind of similarity function. We first evaluated the power of Bi-Force to solve dedicated bicluster editing problems by comparing Bi-Force with two existing algorithms in the BiCluE software package. We then followed a biclustering evaluation protocol from a recent review paper from Eren et al. and compared Bi-Force against eight existing tools: FABIA, QUBIC, Cheng and Church, Plaid, Bimax, Spectral, xMOTIFS and ISA. To this end, a suite of synthetic data sets as well as nine large gene expression data sets from Gene Expression Omnibus were analyzed. All resulting biclusters were subsequently investigated by Gene Ontology enrichment analysis to evaluate their biological relevance. The distinct theoretical foundation of Bi-Force (bicluster editing) is more powerful than strict biclustering. We thus outperformed existing tools with Bi-Force at least when following the evaluation protocols from Eren et al. Bi-Force is implemented in Java and integrated into the open source software package of BiCluE. The software as well as all used data sets are publicly available at http://biclue.mpi-inf.mpg.de.

1 Introduction

Clustering is commonly accepted as a powerful approach to explore gene expression data sets [MAN+11]. Given a pairwise similarity function transformed into a similarity matrix, clustering algorithms seek to partition the data items into a list of disjoint groups, such that the similarities within each group are maximized and those between different groups are minimized. Traditional clustering approaches cluster only rows or columns in one run, which is not always beneficial [TSS02]. In contrast, biclustering allows to simultaneously partition both, rows and columns. If we are given, for instance, gene expression data sets for different cellular conditions, biclustering is more powerful in capturing biologically meaningful subsets of condition-specific genes. The major reason is that the expression
of gene subsets may correlated only under some conditions while being independent under other conditions. Biclustering approaches are generally capable of discovering such local patterns. They have proven particularly useful in various types of gene expression data analyses [GMO09] but should also work on other omics data sets, proteomics or metabolomics.

The first such “biclustering” tool was developed by Cheng and Church and applied to gene expression data [CC00]. Since then, many other biclustering tools have been reported (e.g. [MO04, BPP08, FBP10, BBP+06, CLSL07]) and been suggested for applications to various biomedical problems [SGB12, HPC+10]. Biclustering tools became increasingly popular due to their ability to simultaneously cluster biological data from different sources in order to discover local bi-correlations patterns. Several systematic comparisons have been published, using various measurements to evaluate a number of prevailing biclustering tools on both synthetic and real-world data sets [TBK05, PBZ+06, EDKÇ13].

Here, we present a software implementing a novel heuristic algorithm that efficiently solves the biclustering problem: Bi-Force [SSR+14]. It comes as an extension of the BiCluE software package. The Bi-Force extension is dedicated to solve the large-scale problem instances that we face in nowadays bioinformatics more and more frequently. Bi-Force was compared to eight existing biclustering software implementations on artificial and real biological data sets.

2 METHODS

The main methodological contribution of this paper is an algorithm that heuristically solves the weighted bicluster editing problem. Bi-Force is motivated by the well-known physics-inspired graph layout algorithm of Fruchterman and Reingold [FR91]. It mainly seeks to arrange all nodes of a graph in a two-dimensional plane such that “similar” nodes are located more close to each other than to others. Bi-Force, afterwards, assigned the nodes from each “dense” part of the graph layout to one bicluster by single linkage clustering or k-means clustering based on the Euclidean distances. The algorithm is carried out in a three-step procedure: (a) layout generation, (b) bicluster partitioning, and (c) post-processing.

2.1 Layout generation

In this stage, the coordinates of all nodes are generated and re-arranged in a way that the nodes with higher similarities are located next to each other, and far away from those that are dissimilar. Bi-Force computes pairwisely the “physical forces” between two nodes, i.e., the magnitudes that similar nodes attract each other, dragging them closer while dissimilar nodes repulse each other, pushing them farther away. The whole algorithm starts with an initial layout where nodes are “almost” evenly located on a two-dimensional circle with randomly permuted order. The radius $R$ of the circle is a parameter of Bi-Force. The
strength of attracting/repulsing force depends on the current positions of the two nodes, attraction/repulsion coefficient and the corresponding cost to delete the edge or to insert the missing edge between the two nodes. The re-arrangement is performed in an iterative manner. In each round, the movement of each node is the cumulative effect of the attractions and repulsions from all other nodes. Afterwards, all nodes are re-positioned to the new locations simultaneously according to the magnitudes of the movements. The whole procedure is repeated for $I$ times. The attracting/repulsing effect from node $v$ to $u$ is computed by the following formula:

$$f_{u \leftarrow v} = \begin{cases} \frac{\text{cost}(uv) \cdot f_{\text{att}} \cdot \log(d(u,v) + 1)}{|V|} & \text{for attraction} \\ \frac{\text{cost}(uv) \cdot f_{\text{rep}}}{|V| \cdot \log(d(u,v) + 1)} & \text{for repulsion} \end{cases}$$

In the formula above, $f_{u \leftarrow v}$ represents the attracting/repulsing effect from node $v$ to $u$, i.e., the magnitude of the movement of $u$ caused by $v$. When there is an edge between $u$ and $v$, they attract each other and if otherwise, they repulse. $f_{\text{att}}$ and $f_{\text{rep}}$ are the attractive and repulsive factors, respectively. $d(u,v)$ represents the Euclidean distance between node $u$ and $v$. Obviously, the threshold $t_0$ affects the density/granularity of the bicluster editing model: the smaller $t_0$ is, the fewer biclusters there are and the larger of their sizes, and vice versa.

To accelerate the convergence of the nodes to stable positions, a cooling parameter is used to limit the maximal magnitudes of attractions and repulsions. This means in a certain iteration $i$, the movement magnitude cannot exceed the current cooling parameter $M_i$. Cooling parameter starts with an initial value $M_0$ as a parameter in Bi-Force and decreases with every iteration.

At the end of this stage, the positions of all nodes are fixed and similar nodes should be close to each other. In the next step, we make use of this assumption and partition the layouted graph in a way that optimizes the editing costs.

### 2.2 Bicluster partitioning

Based on the coordinates of the nodes obtained in the previous stage, we partition the graph into disjoint biclusters using two different geometric clustering methods: single-linkage clustering (SLC) and $k$-means. Both, SLC and $k$-means are standard methods in computational cluster analysis [WRR+11]. The density parameters of the two algorithms (distance threshold $\delta$ for SLC and the number of clusters $k$ for $k$-means) are varied systematically (SLC: $\delta = 0 \ldots M_0 + R$ in steps of $\sigma$, $k$-means: $k = 2 \ldots |V|/3$). For each clustering result we compute the necessary editing costs to create this solution. Finally, we keep the solution that has minimal editing costs before we proceed to post-processing.
2.3 Post-processing

Here, we try to further reduce the clustering costs, which includes two steps: (a) Biclusters merging and (b) nodes moving.

To reduce the number of redundant biclusters, particularly the singletons, we try to merge biclusters. First, all the biclusters are ordered by size in an ascending order. Let $B = (b_1, b_2, ..., b_l)$ be the $l$ ordered biclusters, where $|b_i| \leq |b_j|$, for all $i \leq j$. For all pairs of biclusters $b_i$ and $b_j$ with $1 \leq i < j \leq l$, we calculate the cost that would emerge from merging the two, i.e., $\text{cost}(b_1, b_2, ..., b_i \cup b_j, ..., b_l)$. Once a $B'$ with a lower overall cost than before is found, we re-define the biclusters according to $B'$ by merging $b_i$ and $b_j$. This step is repeated until no beneficial merging can be done anymore.

After merging the clusters, another post-processing step similar to Restricted Neighborhood Search Clustering [KPJ04] is carried out. Let $B = (b_1, b_2, ..., b_l')$ be the biclusters after the merging step, for each $b_i$ and $b_j$, such that $1 \leq i < j \leq l'$, we compute the costs that would emerge from moving $v \in b_i$ to $b_j$. If the overall cost can thereby be reduced in this step, $v$ is moved to $b_j$. Similarly, this step is repeated until no vertex move is beneficial.

The details of parameter training of Bi-Force could be found in [SSR+14].

2.4 Analysis

The worst-case running time of Bi-Force is dependent on the three steps mentioned above. Let $n = |U| + |V|$ for an input graph $G = (U, V, E)$. In the “layout generation” step, where Bi-Force arranges the positions of all nodes, it consumes $\mathcal{O}(n^2)$ time to compute the mutual attracting/repulsing forces in each iteration. Thus the layout generation step finishes in $\mathcal{O}(I \cdot n^2)$, where $I$ is the number of iterations. The single-linkage clustering runs in $\mathcal{O}(D_1 \cdot n^2)$, where $D_1$ is the number of different thresholds used. The k-means problem is by its nature NP-hard [ADHP09, MNV09]. However, we limited the maximal number of iterations in k-means to be 200 and thus it finishes in $\mathcal{O}(200 \cdot n)$ time. Finally for post-processing, each iteration takes $\mathcal{O}(n^2)$ time and the total running time is bounded by $\mathcal{O}(D_2 \cdot n^2)$ for $D_2$ iterations. Since $D_2$ might increase with $n$, we added an empirical limit of 500 iterations to $D_2$. In most cases Bi-Force did not reach this limit and we observed only small numbers of iterations before it terminated.

In summary, the overall running time for Bi-Force grows quadratic in the number of nodes.

3 RESULTS

We applied all nine algorithms including Bi-Force and eight other prevalent biclustering tools mentioned above to real-world biological data: gene expression microarray data from the GEO database. Their performance was evaluated by means of GO Term Enrichment.
Figure 1: Proportions of GO-enriched biclusters for different biclustering tools on five significance levels.

Figure 1 gives the proportions for different significance levels of the biclusters found by all algorithms.

4 SUMMARY

We have presented Bi-Force and demonstrated its flexibility by applying it to biclustering, a restricted version of bicluster editing with many applications in gene expression data analysis. We compared it to eight existing tools by following an established evaluation protocol from Eren et. al.’s review paper. We show that Bi-Force outperformed the existing tools on synthetic data sets and on real-world gene expression data. Last but not the least,
we wish to emphasize that Bi-Force has the ability to perform simultaneous clustering of arbitrary multiple data sets. It is not restricted to gene expression scenarios. Instead any types of biological data that can be modeled as bipartite graph can be partitioned by using Bi-Force. It is now part of the BiCluE software package and publicly available at http://biclue.mpi-inf.mpg.de.
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Abstract: Intracellular processes in living organisms are described by metabolic models. A visualization of metabolic models assists interpretation of data or analyzing results. We introduce the visualization tool DaViMM creating personalized graphical representations of metabolic networks for model comparison or the display of measurements or analyzing results. The tool is coupled to a relational database containing graphical network properties like coordinates, which ensure an intuitive network layout. A combination of DaViMM, the graphical database, and available biochemical databases enables an automated creation of metabolic network maps. The flexibility of this combination is demonstrated with some application examples.

1 Introduction

A genome-scale metabolic model comprises all information known about the metabolic interactions in an organism of interest [FHT’09]. Metabolic network maps are the graphical representation of metabolic models and support interpretation of data or analyzing results. In network maps, each substance and each reaction is visualized by a node and these nodes are connected via edges related to their metabolic role. In other words, all substances involved in a reaction as substrates or products are connected with this reaction by edges (Figure 1).

The benefits of the graphical representation of metabolic networks are obvious, but the process of its creation is often complex. Manual drawing of metabolic networks is time-consuming and user-dependent, but the networks are usually easy to handle and intuitive. Automatic drawing is fast and reproducible, but the resulting layout is often unstructured regarding biology and thus non-intuitive.
Different approaches try to combine the benefits of manual and automatic creation of metabolic networks [CBC⁺12]. Here, we present an automatic creation of metabolic network maps supported by a database containing positioning information in terms of coordinates for each node. The graphical information combined with biological information from databases like BRENDA (Braunschweig Enzyme Database, [SCP⁺12]) and BKM-react [LSS11] draw a complete and easy to handle metabolic network map for diverse visualization purposes.

The tool we are presenting produces personalized metabolic network maps based on a predefined database. The generated maps have a defined and intuitive layout and can be built in less than one minute. The tool is flexible and allows creating an effective visualization of genome-scale metabolic models, experimental data, or analyzing results in the context of metabolic networks.

2 Information Visualization in the Context of Metabolic Networks

2.1 Database - Basis for Visualization

To speed up the generation of metabolic network maps, all information needed for reproducible visualization is stored in a predefined database. This core database assisting the drawing of metabolic network maps has been developed in three main steps:

1. Manual creation of a genome-scale metabolic network map to get positioning, identity, and role of each node. This basic network has been created in Cytoscape [SMO⁺03] and the following information is defined manually within this network:
   - **Positioning information:** coordinates
   - **Identity:** ligand ID, EC number
   - **Role:** enzyme/reaction, substrate/product, transporter

2. Storage of the graphical information in a MySQL database.

3. Addition of biochemical information to the database. This information is taken from BRENDA and BKM-react and based on the defined identifier. For the different node types the following information is added:
**Enzyme:** EC number, recommended name, enzyme to reaction allocation, enzyme to node allocation, enzyme to organism allocation

**Reaction:** reaction to pathway allocation

**Substance:** BRENDA ligand ID, recommended name, short name, synonyms, substance to reaction allocation with stoichiometric information

The resulting database contains all graphical and biochemical information for 1882 reactions of the metabolism and allows fast and reproducible map generation. The database content will continuously be extended.

This publication will not deal with the database generation in detail, but using the information stored in the database to build metabolic network maps for various applications.

### 2.2 Visualizing Metabolic Networks

Based on the introduced database personalized metabolic network can be visualized. For this purpose, the tool DaViMM has been developed in the programming language Python. The general workflow of network generation is presented in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: Workflow of metabolic network generation.](image)

First, the information included in the database about nodes and edges is imported. From that point on, the nodes and edges can be written into a file in vector image file format (svg) composing a metabolic network.

![Figure 3: Network layout modification: A - monochrome network, B - adapted edge width, C - node colors depending on the node kind, D - node colors depending on data.](image)
Additionally, the visual properties of nodes and edges can be changed before export via import of a data file or definition of the layout in prepared configuration files (Figure 3).

The opportunity of network layout modification allows to personalize the networks for presentations or publications and to visualize various kinds of data in the context of a network. The following sections will give an insight in how flexible the metabolic network maps can be applied.

2.3 Metabolic Network Maps integrated into BRENDA

One application for the network visualization is the database BRENDA. BRENDA contains information about enzymes and ligands involved in enzymatic conversions.

An integration of metabolic network maps into the BRENDA website enhanced the classification of e.g. an enzyme. The network maps characterize the surrounding of an enzyme or a substance of interest, they allocate enzymes to pathways via their location, they allocate enzymes to organisms via highlighting of nodes, and they allow visualizing taxonomic information for an organism using multiple colors.

The basic metabolic network maps generated for BRENDA are an overview map containing one pseudo node for each pathway and pathway maps containing reactions and substances. The pathways in the overview map are classified in four main groups - carbohydrate and lipid metabolism, nucleotide and amino acid metabolism, energy metabolism, and secondary metabolism (Figure 4). The pathway names are always shown on the map or will appear on mouseover depending on the size of the pathways.

Figure 4: Overview map with classified pathways. The size of each pseudo node depends on the number of nodes located in the pathway.

Starting with this overview map, all single pathways can be selected. In each pathway the substances and enzymes are linked to the BRENDA website via the node identifier. Due to the complex interactions in a metabolic network, edges may combine nodes...
located in different pathways. For pathway visualization external substance nodes linked to internal enzyme nodes will be shifted to the pathway boundary (Figure 5).

![Pathway map with highlighted enzyme.](image)

**2.4 Data Visualization in the Context of Metabolic Networks**

Data visualization for publication or presentation is often hand-made. To support and speed up the visualization process the network maps, always known from the sections before, can be modified to visualize data in the context of a metabolic network.

To change network properties depending on information stored in data files, different methods have been developed and are presented in detail.

**Highlight of nodes of a list:** The first method simply highlights all nodes included in the input file by filling the node with one defined color. Therefore, the name used in the input file will be compared with the synonyms stored for each element of the metabolic pathway.

**Highlight of models:** A second method highlights all reaction nodes included in a model in text format. Additionally, models can directly be compared within one map with another model or with database knowledge. Database knowledge means all enzymes known for an organism or the taxonomic information of an organism from BRENDA. In contrast to the method before, matching takes place based on all substrates and products involved in a reaction.
Visualization of data: Most of the other methods assign measurement values to the nodes. To use these methods, the data files should contain pairs of node name and measurement value. The nodes will be filled with a color depending on the measurement value and the defined colors. Two different types of data visualization will be distinguished.

1. If data only include positive values, the nodes will be colored using one gradient. An example for this kind of visualization is the display of metabolite concentrations e.g. from a metabolome analysis (Figure 6A).
2. For coloring of nodes with data, which can be negative as well as positive, two gradients will be combined. This method will be applied to visualize fold changes, e.g. for gene expression or enzyme activity (Figure 6B).

Visualization of flux rates: The last method assigns analyzing results to the edges by adapting the width of each edge based on e.g. results of flux balance or $^{13}$C flux analysis (Figure 6C).

2.5 Network Maps Supporting Modeling Projects

All different visualization applications introduced so far can be combined to support different steps of metabolic modeling. A detailed description of the steps occurring during genome-scale stoichiometric modeling can be found in [TP10]. In the following selected
steps will be discussed regarding their potential to be supported by metabolic network maps.

**Model generation:** An overview of all known enzymes for the organism of interest is a good starting point of the modeling procedure. This information is available in databases and can be visualized using the introduced methods. In addition to the organism of interest itself, visualization of members of its taxonomic tree will give information about enzymes active in similar organisms which might also be relevant for the organism of interest (Figure 7).

![Figure 7: Taxonomic information from BRENDA for the organism of interest. Different taxonomic levels are visualized by the colors of pseudo nodes and nodes.](image)

Besides database knowledge, measurements are needed for model generation. All kinds of omics data can be visualized in the context of a metabolic network map compared to Figure 6.

**Model verification:** Nearly all of the introduced visualization methods can support model verification. The first approach is to highlight all enzymatic reactions included in the model in a metabolic network map, e.g. to find gaps. Furthermore, the model reactions can be compared with database information (Figure 8), all reactions of another model, or measurements (Figure 6).

Finally, the model is used to generate hypotheses about the organisms’ behaviour. Therefore, mathematical algorithms, e.g. Flux-Balance Analysis, are applied to the network. The analyzing results in terms of flux ratios can also be visualized in the network context (Figure 6C).

### 3 Conclusion

The visualization of metabolic networks helps to understand the complex interactions in an organism. Taking the network maps as basis for the visualization of measurements or analyzing results supports data interpretation.
Figure 8: Comparison of the model and taxonomic information from BRENDA for the modeled organism. Different taxonomic levels (blue) and the model reactions (grey) are visualized by the colors of pseudo nodes and nodes.

The challenge in metabolic network visualization is to find the balance between time consuming manual creation and an intuitive network layout. The introduced tools and databases allow building network maps automatically. The layout is defined, but the appearance can be modified individually. For this reason, personalized and colorful network maps for presentations and publications as well as for integration into websites can be built with less effort and time.

By being programmed in Python, the visualization tools run on all common operating systems. The source code is available on request.
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Abstract: In metagenomics, the discovery of functional novelty has always been pursued in a gene-centered manner. In that way, sequence-based analysis has been restricted to particular features and to a sufficient length of the sequences. We propose a statistical approach that is independent from the identification of single sequences but rather yields an overall characterization of a metagenome. Our method is based on the analysis of significant differences between the functional profile of a metagenome and its reconstruction from a combination of genomic profiles using the Taxy-Pro mixture model. Here, protein families with a large proportion of domain hits that cannot be explained by the model are interesting candidates for the exploration of metagenomic novelty. The results of three case studies indicate that our method is able to characterize metagenomic novelty in terms of the protein families that significantly contribute to unexplained domain counts. We found a good correspondence between our predictions and the discoveries in the original studies as well as specific indicators of functional novelty that have not yet been described.

1 Background

Metagenomics rigorously extends the exploration of microbial life beyond the borders of culturable organisms. Therefore the vast amount of metagenomic sequence data potentially provides a gold mine for the discovery of novel genes. Several approaches have been proposed for gene mining on metagenomic data. The corresponding methods aim at the identification of candidate sequences using either gene neighbourhood context [HSD+07], protein domain architecture [MCR10], clustering of open reading frames [YSR+07] or phylogenetic trees of known protein families [KTZ+07]. The different methods have specific strengths and limitations, and they can be combined to identify interesting candidate sequences for further analysis [SDL+09]. However, none of these methods is capable to characterize the novelty of metagenomic data beyond the identification of a number of sequences that can be detected according to the above-mentioned criteria.

We here present an approach for the characterization of metagenomic novelty based on
the Taxy-Pro mixture model [KALM13]. Taxy-Pro performs a reconstruction of the functional profile of a metagenome using a linear combination of genomic reference profiles of known organisms. The reconstruction error in terms of the fraction of protein domain hits unexplained (FDU) can be analyzed with respect to the most contributing domain families. We propose that all domain families that are overrepresented in the metagenome when compared to its genomic reconstruction are candidates for the characterization of functional novelty. In contrast to all previous methods, our approach does not detect single candidate sequences but rather predicts the functional categories that contribute to metagenomic novelty. Therefore our method can be applied prior to the identification of candidate sequences to narrow down the search space for gene mining. Furthermore, for the first time we are able to identify and select metagenomes that are most promising in terms of the predicted novelty.

We conducted a number of case studies on real-world metagenomic datasets to evaluate the potential of our approach. The results indicate that our method identifies protein domain-specific functional novelty that is known or suspected with respect to particular environments and also show how hypotheses on novel genes can be obtained from large metagenomic dataset collections.

2 Materials and methods

Our approach to characterization of novelty in metagenomes is based on the statistical analysis of overrepresented Pfam domain families in a metagenome’s functional profile as compared to a reconstruction from genome profiles by a mixture model. We analyze our method in terms of case studies for functional description of novelty in real-world metagenomic datasets from different environments. In the following, we will describe the datasets and methods that we used for our case studies.

2.1 Metagenomic datasets

From the 'Cow rumen' metagenome collection [HSE+11] we selected the largest sample (EBI accession SRR094415, downloaded from www.ebi.ac.uk/metagenomics/sample/ as of April 2014), which contains 11,334,156 Illumina GAIIx paired-end reads of 2 x 125 bp average length (2.8 Gbp total).

The 'Sediment' dataset ([BWTH11], EBI acc. SRS004796) has been collected from marine sediments at the Brazos-Trinity Basin in the western Gulf of Mexico and contained after quality control 402,793 reads with \( \approx 264 \) bp length (106.4 Mbp total). The sediment metagenome was sequenced using the Roche 454 GS FLX technology.

The Human Microbiome Project (HMP, [PGG+09]) provides an extensive collection of samples from human body sites of healthy individuals for large-scale comparative studies. For our evaluation, we used 750 data samples of the HMP as described in detail in [KALM13]. Briefly, the samples have been taken from five major human body sites (‘Uro-
genital tract’, ‘Oral’, ‘Gastrointestinal tract’, ‘Skin’, ‘Airways’) that encompass up to nine subsites. Sequencing was performed using the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform resulting in paired-end reads of about 2 x 100 bp average length.

2.2 Taxonomic profiling

The Taxy-Pro approach to taxonomic profiling of metagenomes is based on mixture models of functional profiles in terms of protein domain frequencies and is described in detail in [KALM13]. Briefly, a metagenome’s profile \( y \) is estimated from Pfam domain counts and then reconstructed by a linear combination of genomic profiles \( x_1, \ldots, x_N \) from a reference database containing several thousand domain signatures of microbial genomes according to \( \hat{y} = \sum_i^N w_i x_i \). The coefficients \( w_i \) of the linear combination then represent estimated contributions of particular organisms to the explanation of the metagenomes’ signature. The estimation of the coefficients can in principle be implemented as a linear least-squares regression problem. However, due to the unit-sum and positivity contraints on the weights one has to resort to quadratic programming for a solution. Furthermore, because many of the protein domain frequencies are estimated from small counts the errors can be far from normal deviates making a squared-error criterion less adequate. For these reasons we use the classical EM-optimization in case of protein domain features [KALM13]. As a unique feature of the Taxy-Pro method, the approximation error \( \frac{1}{2} \sum_j^D |y_j - \hat{y}_j| \) of the mixture model provides a quality measure in terms of the fraction of domains unexplained (FDU), i.e. the entirety of the \( D \) domain-specific deviations of the metagenome’s actual protein domain profile from its reconstruction. In this way, the FDU can reflect metagenomic novelty in terms of a lack of explanation according to the discrepancy between the observed domain profile and the mixture model.

To obtain the domain signatures we used the ultrafast protein classification (UProC) tool (uproc.gobics.de) in combination with version 27 of the Pfam protein family database [FBC14]. The domain detection significance threshold was left at the default value (0.1% FPR). Depending on the average read length of the metagenomic dataset we applied the default ORF mode (length >200 bp) or the short read mode of UProC.

2.3 Unexplained domain counts from overrepresentation analysis

Our model is based on the assumption that the protein domain frequencies in a metagenome that cannot be well explained by genomic reference profiles are likely to be indicators of metagenomic novelty. This novelty, in general, results from unknown organisms in the microbial community that are missing in the database. In particular, genomes with unusual protein domain signatures that have no evolutionary close neighbors among the references will contribute to the deviations between the observed domain frequencies and their model-based approximation.

The domain-specific deviations of the mixture model \( d_j = y_j - \hat{y}_j \) can be used to identify
over- \((d_j > 0)\) or underrepresented \((d_j < 0)\) domain families in the actual metagenome’s functional profile as compared to its reconstruction. We here focus on the overrepresented families that correspond to domain counts that are significantly higher than the reconstructed counts of the model. To identify significantly overrepresented domain families, we analyzed the difference of domain frequencies for each family using a binomial test. Here, the relative domain frequencies \(\hat{y}_j\) of the reconstructed profile are used as estimators of the event probabilities and the total number of hits \(n\) to Pfam domains in the metagenome are used as the number of draws in terms of Bernoulli trials. In order to avoid the singular case of zero event probabilities that would always result in significant overrepresentation, we used a unit pseudocount value for the estimation of probabilities. The value \(P(c_j|n, \hat{y}_j)\) of the cumulative binomial distribution function calculated for the actual domain count value \(c_j\) then corresponds to the probability of observing up to \(c_j\) counts in \(n\) hits. The value \(1 - P\) corresponds to the probability (p-value) of \(y_j\) being significantly larger as compared to \(\hat{y}_j\). To account for multiple testing with \(D > 14,000\) Pfam families, we calculated p-values using the family-wise error rate (FWER) correction method [Hol79]. For selection of significantly overrepresented domains we used a p-value threshold of 0.05.

For our evaluation we use two domain-specific novelty indices: firstly, the number of expected unexplained domain counts (EUC), which we define as the rounded product of the domain-specific deviation \(d_j\) and the total number of domain counts \(n\) in the dataset. Furthermore, we use the original count (OC) value \(c_j\) associated with a domain to calculate the “novelty ratio” according to the fraction EUC/OC. We integrated the statistical overrepresentation analysis in the Taxy-Pro toolbox available at gobics.de/TaxyPro/.

### 2.4 GO enrichment analysis

The Pfam family descriptions usually characterize enzymatic, regulatory or structural properties of the associated domains on a very specific and non-standardized level. Conveniently, the Pfam database provides a mapping of a large number of domain families to the standardized vocabulary of the Gene Ontology (GO, [BLH+10]) database. In order to simplify the inspection of long lists of significantly overrepresented domain families w.r.t. to common properties, we perform an aggregation (“enrichment analysis”) of Pfam domain hits into GO term categories. For this purpose, we calculate for each GO term \(g_1, \ldots, g_M\) the sum of family-specific deviations for the domains for which a mapping to this GO term exist: \(g_j = \sum_i d_i \times I_{i,j}\). Here, the \(I_{i,j}\) are the elements of an indicator matrix which contains non-zero elements for those entries that correspond to mappings from a particular Pfam domain family to GO terms. Note that some Pfam families lack a mapping to GO terms and thus systematically do not contribute to the aggregation, which may introduce a bias towards more positive or negative deviations. Therefore, we excluded these families from the analysis and renormalized the vector of domain-specific deviations to zero-mean before computing the GO enrichment.
3 Results and discussion

Our approach to characterization of functional novelty in metagenomes is based on the analysis of unexplained protein domain hits as obtained from a mixture model for taxonomic profiling. In order to evaluate the utility of our method, we conducted several case studies using different real-world metagenomic datasets. While the first two studies focus on the characterization of novelty in single datasets, the third case represents a comparative analysis of the proposed novelty indicators for large metagenome data collections.

3.1 Characterization of metabolic novelty in complex communities

Metagenomes of complex communities such as found in biomass-degrading environments have been intensively investigated with respect to novel genes because of their relevance regarding biotechnological applications [HSE+11, SBD+08]. Therefore, as a first case study we analyzed a cow rumen metagenomic dataset (see also section 2.1). The Pfam domain detection resulted in a high fraction of sequences without valid domain assignments (FSU) of \( \approx 73\% \) but still provided a sufficient amount of domain hits (\( \approx 6.2 \times 10^6 \)) for our overrepresentation analysis (see section 2.3). A brief inspection of the taxonomic profile as estimated by the Taxy-Pro method revealed negligible proportions (<1%) of eukaryotes or viruses in the dataset, with Proteobacteria (\( \approx 42\% \)) and Firmicutes (\( \approx 13\% \)) accounting for the largest fractions of bacteria. Furthermore, the approximation error of the mixture model in terms of the fraction of domains unexplained (FDU: \( \approx 19\% \)) indicates a good model fit and a modest level of the overall novelty.

The analysis of unexplained domain counts in the cow rumen dataset resulted in a high number (1039) of potentially interesting families (p-value \( \leq 0.05 \)), which can partly be explained by the large number of reads associated with this dataset. However, by concentrating on the novelty indicators of our approach in terms of the number of expected unexplained domain counts (EUC, see section 2.3) and their fraction as compared to the original counts (OC), we restrict the discussion of results to the most promising candidates. Figure 1 shows a scatter plot of the significantly overrepresented Pfam families in terms of their EUC and EUC/OC ratio, whereby the nine data points associated with the highest EUC peak out of the distribution. Here, the “Leucine rich repeats” (LRR) family consisting of 6 copies (PF13306) shows the highest EUC (27,392) and a relatively high “novelty ratio” (EUC/OC) of \( \approx 62\% \). According to the family-specific Pfam summary, these leucine-rich repeat motifs are found in many (functionally unrelated) protein families and represent a structural rather than a specific functional property. Further inspection of figure 1 reveals functionally more specific domains such as two glycosyl hydrolases, a carboxylesterase and an aldo/keto reductase family. Glycosyl hydrolases are known to play an important role in fermentation and have been associated with novel genes during the analyses of the Cow rumen metagenome [HSE+11, FGC+05, FGB+12]. Interestingly, multi-domain proteins consisting of glycosyl hydrolase domains and leucine-rich repeats have been identified from newly sequenced species (e.g. UniProt accession I0TBE2, www.uniprot.org/uniprot/I0TBE2). However, the combined appearance of such domains
can usually not be identified in short-read data prior to an assembly of the reads. Our findings suggest that a large amount of novelty in the Cow rumen dataset may be represented by yet unknown combinations of LRR with enzymatic domains.

In principle, metagenomes with a high degree of overall novelty (and thus a high FDU) are particularly interesting for identification of novel genes, however, an FDU of $>80\%$ indicates an insufficient reconstruction of the metagenomic profile by reference organisms [KALM13]. As a second case study and as an example of an environment with extreme conditions, we analyzed a deep-sea sediment metagenome from the western Gulf of Mexico (see also section 2.1). The ‘Sediment’ dataset showed a high FSU ($\approx 91\%$) with only 37,318 domain hits and a fairly high FDU ($\approx 58\%$) that already indicates the limits of the mixture model. Analysis of unexplained domain counts resulted in 229 significantly over-represented families many of which can be related to iron supply to the cell under anaerobic conditions. The highest degree of novelty was observed for a “Ferrous iron transport protein B” (PF02421; EUC: 1079, EUC/OC: 99\%) which has already been identified during the initial analysis of this sample [BWTH11]. The large amount of novelty related to iron processing can easily be identified in the list of Gene Ontology terms as obtained by our enrichment analysis (see section 2.4). Table 1 shows the top ten GO terms associated
Table 1: Top ten overrepresented GO categories for the Sediment dataset according to the sum of deviations (SOD, column three) of associated domain families.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GO ID</th>
<th>GO name</th>
<th>SOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GO:0006812</td>
<td>cation transport</td>
<td>0.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0006811</td>
<td>ion transport</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0003674</td>
<td>molecular function</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0006810</td>
<td>transport</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0005488</td>
<td>binding</td>
<td>0.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0044765</td>
<td>single-organism transport</td>
<td>0.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0000041</td>
<td>transition metal ion transport</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0015684</td>
<td>ferrous iron transport</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0015093</td>
<td>ferrous iron transmembrane transporter activity</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0072511</td>
<td>divalent inorganic cation transport</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

with the overrepresented families. Here, the GO categories are sorted according to the sum of deviations of the associated domain families. The list allows an intuitive interpretation of the distribution of novelty over different domain families and a quick characterization of the functional novelty in terms of a standardized vocabulary of metabolic processes.

3.2 Large-scale comparative analysis on human microbiome data

Our third case study describes the analysis of novelty in large collections of short-read data and the comparison of novelty profiles. Here, we used 750 metagenome datasets from the human microbiome project (HMP) associated with five major body sites (see section 2.1). The average number of significantly overrepresented domain families over a body site varied between \(\sim 200\) (Airways) and \(\sim 330\) (Oral cavities). The average FDU ranged from \(\approx 8\%\) (Oral cavities and Gastrointestinal tract) to \(17\%\) (Urogenital tract), indicating a good fit of the mixture model in general.

For a more detailed analysis of the HMP dataset we focused on Oral samples, which showed the highest degree of novelty in terms of the number of significant domain families in our overrepresentation analysis. Here, we compared samples from three out of nine subsites with more than 100 associated datasets: tongue dorsum (135 samples), supragingival plaque (128) and buccal mucosa (122). In order to aggregate the results, we calculated the average EUC for each domain family and subsite over all samples. Table 2 shows the top ten domain families associated with a high overrepresentation in terms of maximum average EUC regarding the oral subsites. Here, the “IgA1-specific Metalloendopeptidase” (PF07580) on rank one can be identified as representing a high amount of novelty in the buccal mucosa samples. IgA1 peptidases cleave specific peptide bonds in mammalian immunoglobulin A1 (IgA1) and can be found in particular in pathogenic bacteria. At mucosal sites of infection they can destroy the structure and function of human IgA1 and eliminate an important aspect of host defense [MS06]. On rank five in the list, a “G5 domain” (PF07501) also shows a high degree of novelty associated with buccal
Table 2: Average expected unexplained counts (EUC, rounded) for Pfam domains associated with significantly overrepresented domain families for three oral subsites from HMP datasets. Domain families are sorted from high to low according to the maximum average EUC regarding the subsites (in boldface type).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pfam ID</th>
<th>name</th>
<th>tongue</th>
<th>plaque</th>
<th>mucosa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PF07580</td>
<td>M26 IgA1-specific Metallo-endopeptidase C-terminal region</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF00496</td>
<td>Bacterial extracellular solute-binding proteins, family 5 Middle</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>1452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF07690</td>
<td>Major Facilitator Superfamily</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF12698</td>
<td>ABC-2 family transporter protein</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF07501</td>
<td>G5 domain</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF01610</td>
<td>Transposase</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF08428</td>
<td>Rib/alpha-like repeat</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF00005</td>
<td>ABC transporter</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF07564</td>
<td>Domain of Unknown Function (DUF1542)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF00593</td>
<td>TonB dependent receptor</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

mucosa (see also summary of Pfam database entry). The G5 domain is found in the N-terminus of peptidases belonging to the M26 family and is suspected to have an adhesive function. Furthermore, on rank nine we can see a mucosa-specific domain of unknown function (“DUF1542”, PF07564). This domain is found in several cell surface proteins some of which are involved in antibiotic resistance and/or cellular adhesion (see also Pfam summary). Our findings suggest that a high degree of novelty that we identified is related to yet unknown mucosa-specific bacteria providing many proteins related to pathogenicity. This first glimpse of metagenomic novelty in the human microbiome already indicates the potential utility of our approach for medical research.

4 Conclusion

We presented an approach for the characterization of metagenomic novelty based on the analysis of the functional profile of a metagenome. Using the unexplained protein domain hits as obtained from the UProC tool for domain detection and the Taxy-Pro mixture model estimation, the identification of significant domain families usually takes a few minutes for a real-world metagenomic dataset. The results in terms of lists of domain families highlight the functional and structural properties that are not well-explained by the mixture model and therefore provide interesting candidates for further analysis. We are aware that using binomial distributions under the assumption of statistical independence is a coarse approximation which is likely to overestimate the number of significant differences. This shortcoming can be overcome if biological (or technical) replicates are available which would allow the application of more sophisticated models, such as the negative binomial distribution that is often used in RNA-seq analysis.
Classical gene mining approaches are based on a bottom up strategy that requires the identification of complete genes, which typically extend to lengths around 1000 bp for microbial organisms. Therefore, the methods require datasets with long sequencing reads or have to rely on an assembly of reads prior to gene identification. In contrast, our mixture model is based on functional profiles that are estimated by detecting and counting Pfam protein domains. Therefore the method can even be applied to short-read data as shown in our studies on rumen and HMP samples. In that way, our approach can be used for novelty mining on large metagenomic data collections to identify interesting habitats and samples that may be further explored by functional screening methods. On the other side, datasets with a high degree of novelty usually yield a large proportion of sequence reads without domain assignments, which, as a consequence, do not contribute to the characterization of novelty. However, this problem affects all approaches for gene mining and can only be solved by a higher coverage of functionally annotated sequences in reference databases.

Using sequences without similarities to known families, the interpretation of results from a classical bottom up analysis can be rather difficult. In the extreme, a cluster analysis may end up in a large number of putatively new protein families with no or only little evidence for functional properties [YSR+07]. In contrast, our top down approach always yields a prediction of novelty in terms of biologically defined categories. However, the descriptions of Pfam domain families are often not easy to interpret in terms of metabolical relevance. In this study we showed how a mapping of domains to Gene Ontology (GO) categories can be used to facilitate the interpretation of functional annotations. On the downside, the lack of mappings for many Pfam domains and the hierarchical structure of GO also result in a systematic overrepresentation of functionally unspecific terms. Future work will focus on the extension of our approach to protein families that can directly be associated with metabolic pathways [KGS+14]. Furthermore, we plan to integrate the characterization of functional novelty into the CoMet web server for comparative functional profiling of metagenomes [LASM11].
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Abstract: We review the level of genomic specificity regarding actinobacterial pathogenicity. As they occupy various niches in diverse habitats, one may assume the existence of lifestyle-specific genomic features. We include 240 actinobacteria classified into four pathogenicity classes: human pathogens (HP), broad-spectrum pathogens (BP), opportunistic pathogens (OP), and non-pathogenic (NP). We hypothesize: (H1) Pathogens (HPs and BPs) possess specific pathogenicity signature genes. (H2) The same holds for opportunistic pathogens. (H3) Broad-spectrum and exclusively human pathogens cannot be distinguished from each other due to an observation bias, i.e. many HPs might be yet unclassified BPs. (H4) There is no intrinsic genomic characteristic of opportunistic pathogens compared to pathogens, as small mutations are likely to play a more dominant role in order to survive the immune system. To study these hypotheses, we implemented a bioinformatics pipeline that combines evolutionary sequence analysis with statistical learning methods (Random Forest with feature selection, model tuning and robustness analysis). Essentially, we present orthologous gene sets that computationally distinguish pathogens from non-pathogens (H1). We further show a clear limit in differentiating opportunistic pathogens from both, non-pathogens (H2) and pathogens (H4). Human pathogens may also not be distinguished from bacteria annotated as broad-spectrum pathogens based on a small set of orthologous genes only (H3), as many human pathogens might as well target a broad range of mammals but have not been annotated accordingly. In conclusion, we illustrate that even in the post-genome era and despite next-generation sequencing technology our ability to efficiently deduce real-world conclusions, such as pathogenicity classification, remains quite limited.
1 Background and Results

With the emergence of the so-called next-generation sequencing technology, the available data sets exploded such that we have over 27,000 registered sequencing projects at NCBI (NCBI web site, August 1, 2014). We now wonder to what extent we can deduce real-world qualitative information from this treasure of data. The aim of this paper was to investigate the power of computational functional genomics to predict bacterial lifestyles utilizing DNA sequence information only. Specifically, we asked the question if we may utilize sequence similarity to identify dedicated lifestyle-specific protein-coding genes. We restrict our report, first, to a set of 240 well-studied actinobacterial genomes and, second, to four pathogenicity lifestyles, namely: human pathogens (HP), broad-spectrum pathogens (BP), opportunistic pathogens (OP), and non-pathogenic (NP).

In [EB14], we illustrate and quantify the boundaries we face when trying to deduce a specific microbial pathogenicity class if given the genomic repertoire only, at least in the case of actinobacteria (see figure 1 below). In summary, we show that we indeed find signature genes that differentiate pathogens from non-pathogens. Only a small set of three genes for each bias, i.e. classification direction, is sufficient to reach an approximately 90% accuracy (figures 2-4). When trying to classify the different pathogenicity lifestyles though, it appears that too many confounding factors unbalance our data sets such that we cannot differentiate, for instance, a strain-specific from a lifestyle-specific gene.

We conclude that even in the post-genome era, and even for supposedly simple questions, our ability to efficiently deduce real-world implications from large-scale de novo next-generation sequencing data remains quite limited.
Figure 1: Illustration of our bias introduction strategy. Distribution of homologous gene clusters over two lifestyles (pathogens vs. non-pathogens) and illustration of our strategy to introduce a feature selection bias into our statistical learning pipelines. Both axes in all three plots describe the percentage of species in the respective class(es), here human pathogens (HP) and broad pathogens (BP) vs. non-pathogens (NP). The color-coding of the heat map depicts the number of clusters of homologous genes that certain percentages of pathogens/non-pathogens share. Thus, in the upper right of such a joint distribution plot, we find the core genome (homologous genes present in all species of both classes); and in the lower left, we see unique, species-specific genes. Genes close to the axis are more class specific. Genes close to the axis tails are highly class specific and, thus, the distinctive homologous gene candidates we were hoping to find. As there is no single such gene, we scanned for sets of lifestyle-distinctive genes. To find such feature genes for pathogenic lifestyles, for instance, we remove all genes that are found more often in non-pathogens (NP) than in pathogens (HP+BP), i.e. the gene clusters below the dotted line in the upper plot, such that our follow-up machine learning routines are biased towards utilizing pathogenicity-specific features (genes in the bottom left plot) for classification.
Figure 2: **Classification performance non-pathogens vs. pathogens.** ROC (receiver operating characteristics) plots were generated to inspect the performance of the classification models. The data was evaluated five times using different 5-fold cross validation sets to receive robust quality estimations of our classifiers. The real label classifier curves are presented in dark green dashed lines, while the random label classifier curves are given in light green dotted lines (the ones close to the base line). The variation of the AUCs (area under curve) in the cross validation was included in the figure as a box plot (bottom right). The numbers below each box plot are the lower and upper quartiles. 

**a)** Pathogen classifier results (NP vs. HP+BP). We biased the predictors towards using pathogen-specific genes (see Figure 1). 

**b)** Non-pathogen classifier results (NP vs. HP+BP) where the predictor now was biased to prefer the non-pathogen-specific genes. See text for a full description of our machine learning strategy and refer to Figure 1 regarding the “bias”.

---
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Figure 3: Decision tree created using the genes most discriminative for pathogen (HP+BP). Our classification pipeline (see full text) selected the above three genes as most representative for pathogens. We learned and visualize them as a simple decision tree by using the RapidMiner software. Nodes represent gene clusters with the following Transitivity Clustering IDs: 219529, 205393 and 221713, which are associated to the GenBank annotations “Phosphate permease” (e.g. UniprotKB AC: I6YD06 or P65712), “ABC transporter ATP-binding protein” (e.g. UniprotKB AC: D9Q9K6) and “transmembrane protein” (e.g. UniprotKB AC: G2MY46), respectively. The small circles close to the Transitivity Clustering IDs indicate the cluster size. Using only these three features the decision tree already obtains an accuracy of 93.9%.
Figure 4: Decision tree created using the genes most discriminative for non-pathogen (NP).
Our classification pipeline (see full text) selected the above three genes as most representative for pathogens. We learned and visualize them as a simple decision tree by using the RapidMiner software. Nodes represent gene clusters with the following Transitivity Clustering IDs: 210148, 209987 and 211191, which are associated to the GenBank annotations “Threonine dehydratase” (e.g. UniprotKB AC: E3ERF0), “Beta-galactosidase” (e.g. UniprotKB AC: D6Y6J1) and “ATP-dependent DNA helicase” (e.g. UniprotKB AC: G0FLF9), respectively. The small circles close to the Transitivity Clustering IDs indicate the cluster size. Using only these three features the decision tree already obtains an accuracy of 89.9%.
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Abstract: Insertion Sequences (ISs) are small DNA segments that have the ability of moving themselves into genomes. These types of mobile genetic elements (MGEs) seem to play an essential role in genomes rearrangements and evolution of prokaryotic genomes, but the tools that deal with discovering ISs in an efficient and accurate way are still too few and not totally precise. Two main factors have big effects on IS discovery, namely: genes annotation and functionality prediction. Indeed, some specific genes called “transposases” are enzymes that are responsible of the production and catalysis for such transposition, but there is currently no fully accurate method that could decide whether a given predicted gene is either a real transposase or not. This is why authors of this article aim at designing a novel pipeline for ISs detection and classification, which embeds the most recently available tools developed in this field of research, namely OASIS (Optimized Annotation System for Insertion Sequence) and ISFinder database (an up-to-date and accurate repository of known insertion sequences). As this latter depend on predicted coding sequences, the proposed pipeline will encompass too various kinds of bacterial genes annotation tools (that is, Prokka, BASys, and Prodigal). A complete IS detection and classification pipeline is then proposed and tested on a set of 23 complete genomes of Pseudomonas aeruginosa. This pipeline can also be used as an investigator of annotation tools performance, which has led us to conclude that Prodigal is the best software for IS prediction. A deepen study regarding IS elements in P. aeruginosa has then been conducted, leading to the conclusion that close genomes inside this species have also a close numbers of IS families and groups.

1 Introduction

The number of completely sequenced bacterial and archaeal genomes are rising steadily, such an increasing makes it possible to develop novel kind of large scale approaches to understand genomes structure and evolution over time. Gene content prediction and genome comparison have both provided new important information and deciphering keys to understand evolution of prokaryotes [VSG⁺¹¹]. Important sequences in understanding rearrangement of genomes during evolution are so-called transposable elements (TEs), which are DNA fragments or segments that have the ability to insert themselves into new chromosomal locations, and often make duplicate copies of themselves during transposition process [HKN⁺'06]. Remark that, in bacterial reign, only cut-and-paste mechanism of
transposition can be found, the transposable elements involved in such a move being the insertion sequences (ISs).

Insertion sequences range in size from 600 to more than 3000 bp. They are divided into 26 main different families in prokaryotes, as described in ISFinder\(^1\) \([\text{SPL}^{+}06]\), an international reference database for bacterial and archaeal ISs that includes background information on transposons. The main function of ISFinder is to assign IS names and to produce a focal point for a coherent nomenclature for all discovered insertion sequences. This database includes over than 3500 bacterial ISs \([\text{HCD}10, \text{ZOX}08]\). Data come from a detection of repeated patterns, which can be easily found by using homology-based techniques \([\text{FP}07]\). Classification process of families, for its part, depends on transposases homology and overall genetic organization. Indeed, most ISs consist of short inverted repeat sequences that flank one or more open reading frames (ORFs, see Figure 1), whose products encode the transposase proteins necessary for transposition process. The main problem with such approaches for ISs detection and classification is that they are obviously highly dependent on the annotations, and existing tools evoked above only use the NCBI ones, whose quality is limited and very variable.

In this research work, the authors’ intention is to find an accurate method for discovering insertion sequences in prokaryotic genomes. To achieve this goal, we propose to use one of the most recent computational tool for automated annotation of insertion sequences, namely OASIS, together with the international database for all known IS sequences (ISFinder). More precisely, OASIS works with genbank files that have fully described genes functionality: this tool identifies ISs in each genome by finding conserved regions surrounding already-annotated transposases. Such technique makes it possible to discover new insertion sequences, even if they are not in ISFinder database. A novel pipeline that solves the dependence on NCBI annotations, and that works with any annotation tool (with or without description of gene functionality) is then proposed. The output of our pipeline contains all detected IS sequences supported with other important information like inverted repeats (IRs) sequences, lengths, positions, names of family and group, and other details that help in studying IS structures.

The contributions of this article can be summarized as follows. (1) A pipeline for insertion sequences discovery and classification is proposed, which does not depend on NCBI annotations. It uses unannotated genomes and embeds various annotation tools specific to Bacteria (such as Prokka, BASys, and Prodigal) in its process. (2) Overlapping and consensus problems that naturally appear after merging annotation methods recalled above are solved, in order to obtain large and accurate number of ISs with their names of families and groups. And finally (3) the pipeline is tested on a set of 23 complete genomes of \textit{Pseudomonas aeruginosa}, and biological consequences are outlined.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, various tools for discovering IS elements in different species of Bacteria and Archaea are presented. The suggested methodology for increasing both the number and accuracy of detecting IS elements is explained in Section 3. The pipeline is detailed in Section 4, while an application example using 23 completed genomes of \textit{P. aeruginosa} is provided in Section 5. This arti-

\(^1\)www-is.biotoul.fr
State of the art in ISs detection or annotation

The study on the plant-pathogenic prokaryote *Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae* (*Xoo*), which causes bacterial blight (one of the most important diseases of rice) was published in 2005 by Ochiai *et al.* [OIT+05]. They used GeneHacker [YH96], GenomeGambler version 1.51, and Glimmer program [DHK+99] for coding sequence prediction. Insertion sequences were finally classified by a BLAST analysis using ISFinder database evoked previously.

**IScan**, developed by Wagner *et al.* [WLB07], has then been proposed in 2007. Inverted repeats are found using smith waterman local alignments on transposase references found with BLAST and used as a local database. This tool has been applied on 438 completely sequenced bacterial genomes by using BLAST with referenced transposases, to determine which transposases are related to insertion sequences. Touchon *et al.,* for their parts, have analyzed 262 different bacterial and archaeal genomes downloaded from GenBank NCBI in 2007 [TR07]. A coding sequence has then been considered as an IS element if its BLASTP best hit in ISFinder database has an e-value lower than $10^{-10}$.

**ISA** has been created by Zhou *et al.* in 2008 [ZOX08]. This annotation program depends on both NCBI annotations and ISFinder. More precisely, authors manually collected 1,356 IS elements with both sequences and terminal signals from the ISFinder database, which have been used as templates for identification of all IS elements and map construction in the targeted genomes. ISA, which is not publicly available, has finally been used for an analysis of 19 cyanobacterial and 31 archaeal annotated genomes downloaded from NCBI.

In 2010, Plague *et al.* analyzed the neighboring gene orientations (NGOs) of all ISs in 326 fully sequenced bacterial chromosomes. They obtained primary annotations from the Comprehensive Microbial Resource database (release 1.0-20.0) at the Institute for Genomic Research\(^2\). Their approach for extracting IS elements from these genomes was to consider that a coding sequence with a best BLASTX hit e-value lower than $10^{-10}$ is an insertion sequence [Pla10]. **ISSage**, for its part, has been developed in 2011 by Varani

\(^2\)http://cmr.tigr.org/tigr-scripts/CMR/CmrHomePage.cgi

---

**Figure 1:** IS element types [ZOX08]
et al. [VSG et al.]. They used eight different bacterial genomes downloaded from NCBI, and produced a web application pipeline that allows semi-automated annotation based on BLAST against the ISFinder database. However, ISsage cannot automatically identify new insertion sequences which are not already present in ISFinder database.

A new computational tool for automated annotation of ISs has then been released in 2012 by Robinson et al. [RLM12]. This tool has been called OASIS, which stands for “Optimized Annotation System for Insertion Sequences”. They worked with 1,737 bacterial and archaeal genomes downloaded from NCBI. OASIS identifies ISs in each genome by finding conserved regions surrounding already-annotated transposase genes. OASIS uses a maximum likelihood algorithm to determine the edges of multicopy ISs based on conservation between their surrounding regions. For defining inverted repeats, the same strategy as IScan was used (Smith-Waterman alignment). Authors also used hierarchical agglomerative clustering to identify groups of IS lengths. The IS set is then classified according to the family and group after a BLASTP best hit in ISFinder database with an e-value lower than $10^{-12}$. When a cluster cannot match with any entry of the database, the IS set is considered as new. Thus OASIS has the ability to discover new insertion sequences, that is, which cannot be found in ISFinder.

Table 1: Input set of 23 complete genomes of *P. aeruginosa*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Genome Name</th>
<th>INSDC(Genbank)</th>
<th>Refseqs</th>
<th>Input Genomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PACS2</td>
<td>106896550</td>
<td>AAQW01000001.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>PAO1</td>
<td>110227054</td>
<td>NC002516.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>UCBPP-PA14</td>
<td>115583796</td>
<td>NC008463.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>PA7</td>
<td>150958624</td>
<td>NC009656.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>19BR</td>
<td>343788106</td>
<td>485462089</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>213BR</td>
<td>343788107</td>
<td>485462091</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>M18</td>
<td>347302377</td>
<td>386056071</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>DK2</td>
<td>392316915</td>
<td>392981410</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>B136-33</td>
<td>477548288</td>
<td>478476202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>RP73</td>
<td>514245605</td>
<td>514407635</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>c3447m</td>
<td>543873856</td>
<td>543873856</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>PA0581</td>
<td>543879514</td>
<td>543879514</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>PA01-VE2</td>
<td>553886202</td>
<td>553886202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>PA01-VE13</td>
<td>553895034</td>
<td>553895034</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>PA1</td>
<td>557703951</td>
<td>558672313</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>PA1R</td>
<td>557709751</td>
<td>558665962</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>MTB-1</td>
<td>564088818</td>
<td>564949884</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>LES431</td>
<td>566561164</td>
<td>568151185</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>SCV20265</td>
<td>567363169</td>
<td>568306739</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>LESB58</td>
<td>218888746</td>
<td>218888746</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>NCJM2.S1</td>
<td>386062973</td>
<td>386062973</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>PA38182</td>
<td>575870901</td>
<td>575870901</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>YL84</td>
<td>576902775</td>
<td>576902775</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, in 2014, the analysis of the NGOs for all IS elements within 155 fully sequenced Archaea genomes was presented by Florek et al. [FGP14]. To do so, they have launched a BLASTP in the ISFinder, with an e-value less than or equal to $10^{-10}$, for all protein coding sequences downloaded from NCBI which are related to IS elements.

Two major concerns with the state of the art detailed above can be emphasized. Firstly,
most of them cannot detect new insertion sequences. Secondly, all these tools are based on NCBI annotations of very relative and variable qualities – except ISsaga, which could work with other annotation tools (but it depends only on transposase ORFs that have been already defined in ISFinder). Our objective in the next section is to propose a pipeline that solves these two issues, being able to deal with unannotated genomes and to detect unknown ISs.

3 Prediction and Modules based on OASIS

For illustration purpose, the proposed pipeline system for IS elements prediction will be presented using 23 complete genomes of *P. aeruginosa* available on the NCBI website, RefSeq and INCDS/Genebank databases, see Table 1 (RefSeq genomes were preferred when available). The prediction of IS elements in the proposed pipeline depends on both OASIS [RLM12] and ISFinder [SPL+06].

3.1 Prediction of IS elements from *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*

OASIS is used in this pipeline for predicting insertion sequences in prokaryotic genomes. This latter detects ISs in each genome by finding conserved regions surrounding already-annotated transposase genes, which are identified by the word *transposase* in the “product” field of the GenBank file. Obviously OASIS highly depends on the quality of annotations [RLM12], while to determine whether a given gene is a transposase or not is a very difficult task (indeed transposases are among the most abundant and ubiquitous genes in nature [ABE10], and they are widely separated in Prokaryote genomes). OASIS deals with files having genbank format. It takes them as input and then produces two output files for each provided genome. The first one is a fasta file that contains all IS nucleotide sequences, with start and end positions. It also contains the amino acid sequence for each ORF. The second file is a summary table providing attributes that describe the insertion sequence: set-id, family, group, IS positions, inverted repeat left (IRL) and right (IRR), and orientation. Remark that most of these information are in the ISFinder database too. Indeed OASIS find them alone but it extracts family names and group from ISFinder.

The main problem found in OASIS is solved in the proposed pipeline by using different types of annotations: NCBI will not be used alone, and gene functionality taken from annotation tools will either or not be used depending on the situation. Finally, transposases within IS will be verified using ISFinder database. OASIS can thus be used in two different ways in our pipeline, depending on the provided genbank file. These two modules have been named NOASIS, which uses the original input genbank genome file provided by the NCBI (as it is, without any modification), and DOASIS, which deals with modified genbank files that have been updated to obtain more accurate results than NOASIS. These modules are described thereafter.
3.2 Normal OASIS (NOASIS)

For finding predicted IS in NOASIS module, we simply applied OASIS on the input set of genomes with their NCBI annotations, that is, with the original downloaded genbank file. Using the reference genome named PAO1, the summary outputted by the pipeline is given in Tables 2 and 3. In these NOASIS tables, the summary produced by OASIS is enriched with new features described below:

- **Real IS** IS sequences that have best match (first hit) when using BLASTN with ISFinder database, an e-value equal to 0.0, and with a functionality of each ORF within the IS recognized as a transposase.

- **Partial IS** Sequences that match part of known IS from ISFinder (i.e., have e-value lower than $10^{-10}$) and have also a transposase gene functionality for the ORFs.

- **Putative New IS** Sequences with bad score after making a BLASTN with ISFinder, but with a transposase. They may be real insertion sequences not already added in ISFinder database or false positives, requiring human curation.

Applying this slightly improved version of OASIS in the 23 genomes of *Pseudomonas* leads to a major issue: surprisingly, NOASIS found no real insertion sequences in some genomes like PACS2 or SCV20265. The problem is that OASIS find multiple copies of IS elements in each genome by identifying conserved regions surrounding transposase genes. However some of the considered genomes either have no information about transposase gene into their feature genbank tables or have simply no feature table in their genbank format files. This issue is at the basis of our improved module called DOASIS, which is explained below.

For the sake of comparison, Figure 2 contains similar results for *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* genus.

3.3 Developed OASIS (DOASIS)

The main idea for DOASIS module is that information about transposases within genbank files are potentially incorrect (i.e., may all be false positives). So we simply decide to remove all transposase words in the product fields from all inputted genomes. We thus update these information as follows.

**Step 1: genbank update.** Inputted genbank files are modified following one of the three methods below.

1. **All-Tpase**: we consider that all the genes may potentially be a transposase. So all product fields are set to “transposase”.
2. **Zigzag Odd**: we suggest that genes in odd positions are putative transposases and we update the genbank file adequately. Oddly, this new path will produce new candidates which are not detected during All-Tpase.
Figure 2: IS elements detect in 28 Mycobacterium tuberculosis

Figure 3: Comparison of predicted ISs between randomization method and all/odd/even methods.
3. **Zigzag Even**: similar to Zigzag Odd, but on even positions.

We checked also a randomized method (i.e., by putting “transposase” in randomly picked genes). However we found poorer number of predictive real ISs or new real ISs compared with the three methods previously presented. For these reasons, we will not further investigate the randomized method.

**Step 2.** We apply OASIS three times (i.e. one time per method) on all genomes, and then we take the output fasta file that contains both nucleotides and amino acids sequences for each IS element.

**Step 3.** A BLASTN with ISFinder is applied on each IS sequence. If the e-value of the first hit is 0.0, then the ORF within this IS belongs to known (Real) IS already existing in the ISFinder database. Else, if the e-value is lower than $10^{-10}$, then we found a Partial IS.

**Step 4.** Collect all Real IS from previous three methods (ALL_Tpase, Zigzag odd, and Zigzag even) and then remove overlaps among them. Finally, produce best Real IS with all information. Remark that the problem of finding consensus and overlaps can be treated as a lexical parsing problem.

### 4 The Proposed Pipeline

It is now possible to describe the proposed pipeline that can use the two modules detailed in the previous section. This pipeline, depicted in Figure 4, will increase the number of Real IS detected on the set of *P. aeruginosa* genomes under consideration (indeed, the detection is improved in all categories of insertion sequences, but we only focus on Real IS in the remainder of this article, for the sake of concision). Its steps are detailed in what follows.

**Step 1: ORF identification.** Our pipeline is currently compatible with any type of annotation tools, having either functionality capability or not, but for comparison we only focus in this article on the following tools: BASys, Prokka, and Prodigal. BASys (Bacterial Annotation System) is a web server that performs automated, in-depth annotation of bacterial genomic (chromosomal and plasmid) sequences. It uses more than 30 programs to determine nearly 60 annotation subfields for each gene. Remark that genomes must be sent online manually, and that some curation stage may be required to remove some DNA ambiguity on returned genbank files.

Prokka (rapid prokaryotic genome annotation), for its part, is a classical command line software for fully annotating draft bacterial genomes, producing standards-compliant output files for further analysis [See14]. Finally, Prodigal (Prokaryotic Dynamic Programming Genealgorithm) is an accurate bacterial and archaeal genes finding software provided by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory [HCL+10].

**Step 2: IS Prediction.** The second stage of the pipeline consists in using either NOASIS or DOASIS for predicting IS elements. Notice that NOASIS cannot be used
with Prodigal, as this module requires information about gene functionality (both NOASIS and DOASIS can be use with Prokka and BASys annotations).

**Step 3: IS Validation.** This step is realized by launching BLASTN on each predicted IS sequence with ISFinder. The e-value of the first hit is then checked: if it is 0.0, then the ORF within this sequence is a Real IS known by ISFinder. As described previously, it will be considered as Partial IS if its e-value is lower than $10^{-10}$. Both IS names of family and group are returned too.

**Figure 4: The proposed pipeline**

5 Results and Discussion

We can firstly remark in Figure 5 that, using either Prokka or BASys for genes detection and functionality prediction is better than taking directly the annotated genomes from NCBI: a larger number of Real IS can be found. Additionally, this comparison shows that
Prokka outperforms BASys in 3 families of ISs (namely: IS3, IS30, and ISNCY), while BASys seems better for detecting insertion sequences belonging in the IS5, IS1182, and TN3 families. This variability may be explained by the fact that functionality annotations of these tools depend probably on IS families that where known when these tools have been released.

Table 2: Summary table produced by NOASIS (beginning)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Genome</th>
<th>Start</th>
<th>End</th>
<th>Orientation</th>
<th>SetID</th>
<th>ISFinder_name</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PAO1</td>
<td>NC_002516.2</td>
<td>499832</td>
<td>501193</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ISPa11</td>
<td>IS10</td>
<td>IS111</td>
<td>IS111</td>
<td>1361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAO1</td>
<td>NC_002516.2</td>
<td>2556875</td>
<td>2558236</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ISPa11</td>
<td>IS10</td>
<td>IS111</td>
<td>IS111</td>
<td>1361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAO1</td>
<td>NC_002516.2</td>
<td>3043478</td>
<td>3044893</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ISPa11</td>
<td>IS10</td>
<td>IS111</td>
<td>IS111</td>
<td>1361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAO1</td>
<td>NC_002516.2</td>
<td>3842002</td>
<td>3843637</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ISPa11</td>
<td>IS10</td>
<td>IS111</td>
<td>IS111</td>
<td>1361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAO1</td>
<td>NC_002516.2</td>
<td>4473550</td>
<td>4474911</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ISPa11</td>
<td>IS10</td>
<td>IS111</td>
<td>IS111</td>
<td>1361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAO1</td>
<td>NC_002516.2</td>
<td>5382524</td>
<td>5383885</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ISPa11</td>
<td>IS10</td>
<td>IS111</td>
<td>IS111</td>
<td>1361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAO1</td>
<td>NC_002516.2</td>
<td>54041</td>
<td>54835</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>ISStma5</td>
<td>IS3</td>
<td>IS3</td>
<td>IS3</td>
<td>794</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Summary table produced by NOASIS (end)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IRR=IRL</th>
<th>Locus_tag(gbk)</th>
<th>Product(gbk)</th>
<th>E Value</th>
<th>IS_type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATGGACTCCTCCC</td>
<td>[&quot;PA0445&quot;]</td>
<td>[&quot;transposase&quot;]</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>Real IS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATGGACTCCTCCC</td>
<td>[&quot;PA2319&quot;]</td>
<td>[&quot;transposase&quot;]</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>Real IS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATGGACTCCTCCC</td>
<td>[&quot;PA2690&quot;]</td>
<td>[&quot;transposase&quot;]</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>Real IS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATGGACTCCTCCC</td>
<td>[&quot;PA3434&quot;]</td>
<td>[&quot;transposase&quot;]</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>Real IS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATGGACTCCTCCC</td>
<td>[&quot;PA3993&quot;]</td>
<td>[&quot;transposase&quot;]</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>Real IS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATGGACTCCTCCC</td>
<td>[&quot;PA4797&quot;]</td>
<td>[&quot;transposase&quot;]</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>Real IS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAAGGGGACAGATTTATTTTCCCTGCTCTAAT</td>
<td>[&quot;PA0041a&quot;]</td>
<td>[&quot;transposase&quot;]</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>Putative New IS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The effects of DOASIS module compared to single OASIS on annotated NCBI genomes are depicted in Figure 6. The improvement in real IS discovery is obvious, illustrating the low quality and inadequacy of NCBI annotations for studying insertion sequences in bacterial genomes, and the improvements when using our pipeline. This chart shows too that a zigzag path in the annotation can oddly improve the detection of insertion sequences.

The prediction of real ISs is based on finding conserved regions (i.e., inverted repeats (IRs)) surrounded by transposase genes. Some ISs have been lost in AllTpase, for the fol-
lowing reason: when we suggested that all genes are transposases, OASIS found predicted ISs that consist of large sets of transposases surrounded by IR in their left and right boundaries. But when these predicted ISs have been verified using ISFinder database, we did not find any good match. Contrarily, in Zigzag methods, good matches have been found (real ISs), because many of these elements consist of one or two transposase genes flanked by IRs. These results are listed with detail in Table 4 using BASys annotation tools.

![Figure 6: NOASIS (NCBI annotation) versus DOASIS](image)

Table 4: BASys annotation using NOASIS and DOASIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASys</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Genome</th>
<th>Normal Real IS</th>
<th>All Transpos</th>
<th>Zigzag Odd</th>
<th>Zigzag Even</th>
<th>(All_T/odd/even)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Real IS</td>
<td>Real IS</td>
<td>Real IS</td>
<td>Real IS</td>
<td>Best Real</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACS2</td>
<td>106896550</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAO1</td>
<td>110643304</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCRBP-PA14</td>
<td>110643575</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA7</td>
<td>15293466</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEB58</td>
<td>213888746</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M18</td>
<td>380050701</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCNML2S1</td>
<td>380062973</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK3</td>
<td>929981410</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B136-33</td>
<td>478476202</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19BR</td>
<td>485462089</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>213BR</td>
<td>485462091</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP77</td>
<td>514407635</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c1447m</td>
<td>542873856</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAC8X1</td>
<td>543879514</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAO1-VE2</td>
<td>553886202</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAO1-VE11</td>
<td>553895034</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA1R</td>
<td>558665962</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA7</td>
<td>558672313</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTB-1</td>
<td>564949884</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEB51</td>
<td>568151185</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCV20265</td>
<td>568306739</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA38182</td>
<td>575870901</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YL34</td>
<td>576902775</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|            |            |            |            |            |            |            |            |
|            | 131         | 109         | 128         | 91          | 157        |            |            |

We can thus wonder if the source of a wrong prediction of real IS is due to a wrong coding
sequence prediction, or to functionality errors. Switching between NOASIS and DOASIS allows us to answer this question. We can conclude from Table 5 that (1) annotation errors are more frequent on NCBI, while Prokka annotates well the sequences related to ISs (see NOASIS columns), and that (2) both NCBI and Prokka have a better coding sequence prediction than BASys, at least when considering sequences involved in IS elements (see DOASIS columns and the correlation line). More precisely, the correlation is based on the number of predicted real IS elements between NOASIS and DOASIS.

Table 5: Correlation table for different annotation tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NCBI</th>
<th>BASys</th>
<th>Prokka</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NOASIS</td>
<td>DOASIS</td>
<td>NOASIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Real IS</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlations</td>
<td>0.3985580752</td>
<td>0.357346472</td>
<td>0.926355615</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prodigal has been studied separately, as it does not provide genes functionality. The number of Real ISs per genome returned by our pipeline using prodigal is given in Figure 7. As shown in Table 6, the quality of coding sequences predicted with prodigal compared with other annotation tools allows us to discover the best number of real ISs. In particular, we have improved a lot of results produced by OASIS and ISFinder on NCBI annotations, which is usually used in the literature that focuses on bacterial insertion sequences. Furthermore, this table illustrates a certain sensitivity of coding sequence prediction tools with functionality annotation capabilities to detect ISs in some specific genomes like PA7. Indeed we discovered, during other studies we realized on this set of Pseudomonas strains, that PA7 has a lot of specific genes, that is, which are not in the core genome of all Pseudomonases, which may explain such a sensitivity.

Figure 7: Real ISs found by our pipeline using Prodigal
### Table 6: Final comparison using our pipeline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>NCBI DOASIS</th>
<th>NCBI DOASIS</th>
<th>BASys DOASIS</th>
<th>BASys DOASIS</th>
<th>Prokka DOASIS</th>
<th>Prokka DOASIS</th>
<th>Prodigal DOASIS</th>
<th>Prodigal DOASIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PACS2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>c7447m</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAO1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>PAO581</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCBPP-PA14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>PAO1-VE2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>PAO1-VE13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LESB58</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>PA1R</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>PA1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCGM2.S1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>MTB-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>LES431</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B136-33</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>SCV20265</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19BR</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>PA38182</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>213BR</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>YL84</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP73</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Total IS</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6 Conclusion

Insertion sequences of bacterial genomes are usually studied using OASIS and ISFinder on NCBI annotations. We have shown in this article that a pipeline can be designed to improve the accuracy of IS detection and classification by improving the coding sequence prediction stage, and by considering a priori each sequence as a transposase. The source code for this pipeline can be download from the link\(^3\). A comparison has been conducted on a set of *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, showing an obvious improvement in the detection of insertion sequences for some particular configurations of our pipeline.

In future work, we intend to enlarge the number of coding sequence and functionality prediction tools and to merge all the Real IS results in order to improve again the accuracy of our pipeline. We will then focus on the impact of IS elements in *P.aeruginosa* evolution, comparing the phylogenetic tree of strains of this species with a phylogeny of their insertion sequences. Insertion events will then be investigated, and related to genomes rearrangements found in this collection of strains. We will finally enlarge our pipeline to eukariotic genomes and to other kind of transposable elements.

### References


\(^3\)http://members.femto-st.fr/christophe-guyeux/en/insertion-sequences
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Abstract: Promoter prediction in bacteria is a classical bioinformatics problem, where available methods for regulatory element detection exhibit a very high number of false positives. We here argue that accurate transcription start site (TSS) prediction is a complex problem, where available methods for sequence motif discovery are not in itself well adopted for solving the problem. We here instead propose that the problem requires integration of quantitative understanding of transcription initiation with careful description of promoter sequence specificity. We review evidence for this viewpoint based on our recent work, and discuss a current progress on accurate TSS detection on the example of sigma70 transcription start sites in *E. coli*.

1 Introduction

Bacterial RNA polymerase is a central enzyme in cell, and initiation of transcription by bacterial RNA polymerase is a major point in gene expression regulation. Core RNA polymerase cannot by itself initiate transcription, so a complex between RNA polymerase core and a σ factor, which is called RNA polymerase holoenzyme (RNAP) is formed. A major σ factor, which is responsible for transcription of housekeeping genes, is called σ70 in *E. coli* and σ in a number of other bacteria. The discussion here will concentrate on this major class of promoter elements [BN01].

Accurate recognition of transcription start sites (TSS) is a necessary first step in understanding transcription regulation. Accurate recognition of bacterial promoters is consequently considered a major problem in bioinformatics, particularly since TSS detection is an important ingredient for number of other bioinformatic applications (e.g. gene and operon prediction). Available methods for TSS search include both standard information-theory based weight matrix searches, and those based on more advanced computational approaches such as neural networks and support vector machines. These methods however show poor accuracy for TSS prediction, i.e. lead to a very high number of false positives [St02]. We here argue that, instead of developing different methods for processing the existing data within the motif search framework, solving the problem requires an integrative approach, which includes: i) quantitatively modelling transcription initiation, which allows calculating kinetic parameters of transcription initiation  ii) accurately describing sequence specificity of the promoter elements, so that
the bioinformatics description is consistent with available biophysical measurements iii) characterizing sequence elements outside of the canonical -10 and -35 box. In the text below we concentrate on promoter detection for sigma 70 class of promoters, which is a major promoter class that is responsible for transcription of housekeeping genes.

Our discussion will emphasize the following: i) accurately aligning promoter elements is highly non-trivial, so that the promoter specificity may not be accurately reflected by the available alignments ii) the promoter specificity is likely determined by additional sequence elements, which are located outside of the canonical -35 and -10 boxes iii) TSS predictions require accurately calculating kinetic parameters of transcription initiation. In addressing these issues we will highlight our recently published work [Dj03,Dj04], and also discuss some of our most recent results on this problem.

2 High degeneracy of promoter elements

Transcription initiation begins with RNAP binding to dsDNA, which is referred to as the closed complex formation [DZR05]. Subsequent to RNAP binding, the two strands of DNA are separated through thermal fluctuations that are facilitated by interactions of RNAP with ssDNA [DR06]. The opening of two DNA strands results in a formation of ~15bps long transcription bubble, which typically extends from -11 to +3 (where +1 corresponds to the transcription start site) [BS07]. After the open complex is formed, RNAP clears the promoter and enters the elongation, which leads to synthesis of RNA from DNA template [BN01].

The main elements that determine functional promoter are -35 element (\(-35^{\text{TTGACA}}\)\(^{\text{-30}}\), where the coordinates in the superscript are relative to the transcription start site), -10 element (\(-12^{\text{TATAAT}}\)\(^{\text{-7}}\)), the spacer between these two elements, and the extended -10 element (\(-15^{\text{TG}}\)\(^{\text{-14}}\)) [HH08]. Interactions of \(\sigma\)70 with dsDNA of -35 element, extended -10 element, and -12 base of -10 element result in the closed complex formation [MD09]. On the other hand, the downstream bases of -10 element (-11 to -7) interact with \(\sigma\)70 in ssDNA form [MD09], and are directly involved in the open complex formation.

Consequently to better relate involvement of different promoter elements with the kinetic steps of transcription initiation (the closed and the open complex formation), it was recently proposed that the region from -15 to -7 is reorganized in the following way [HH08]: Region from -15 to -12 is connected in a new element that is defined as -15 element; this element includes extended -10 element, the most upstream base in -10 element (base -12), and base -13 that is in-between. Consequently, -10 element is shortened for one base-pair (to the region -11 to -7), which we here refer to as the short -10 element. In this way -35 and -15 elements are directly related with \(\sigma\)70-dsDNA interactions, while short -10 element is directly related with \(\sigma\)70-ssDNA interactions.

The basic problem with accurate promoter detection is high degeneracy of the promoter elements (-35, -15 and -10 elements); in addition, variable distance between -35 and -10 element also contributes to the problem. This high degeneracy is illustrated in Table 1, where we show the aligned elements for several randomly selected promoters. For example, if we concentrate on -35 element, we see that the consensus sequence
'TTGACA' does not match any of the promoter instances in the table. Furthermore, only one instance has one mismatch from the consensus, most of the instances have two mismatches, while two of the instances have as much as four mismatches. In order to accommodate such high degeneracy, i.e. to correctly classify majority of the detected promoters, a low value of the detection threshold has to be imposed; this low threshold value than leads to a high number of false positives. One can artificially increase the detection threshold, which would decrease the false positives; however, another problem than emerges, i.e. a number of experimentally detected promoters are than wrongly classified. Consequently, the high degeneracy of the promoter elements, together with the relatively complex core promoter structure (several sequence elements with variable relative distances), is the main reason behind the low prediction accuracy of the available approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Promoter</th>
<th>-35</th>
<th>spacer</th>
<th>-15</th>
<th>short</th>
<th>-10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>accAp</td>
<td>TTGCTA</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>AGGC</td>
<td>AAATT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accBp</td>
<td>TTGATT</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>GACC</td>
<td>AGTAT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accDp</td>
<td>TATCCA</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>TGTT</td>
<td>TTAAT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aceBp</td>
<td>TTGATT</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>GAGT</td>
<td>AGTCT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acnAp1</td>
<td>CTAACA</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>GCCT</td>
<td>TTATA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acnAp2</td>
<td>TCAAT</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>TGTT</td>
<td>ATCTT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Examples of promoter sequence elements

3 Importance of the accurate promoter alignment

A necessary step in accurate TSS prediction is achieving a quantitative understanding of promoter specificity, i.e. accurately defining sequence elements that constitute bacterial promoter. However, aligning the promoter elements presents in-itself a highly non-trivial bioinformatic task due to both complex structure of bacterial promoter and degeneracy of the promoter elements (see above). A major problem with the existing collections of the promoter elements is due to the following: i) they are based on initial alignments of a small collection of promoter elements which were performed 'by eye' [WB10,HC11,RMC12,MZBM13] ii) accurate aligning of -35 element is complicated by both variable distance from -35 element and by a lower conservation of this element [HC11] iii) it is non-trivial to produce an alignment with sufficient accuracy for analyzing -15 element, given a weaker conservation of this element compared to both -10 and -35 elements [MZBM13].

Having these problems in mind, we recently performed a systematic 'de-novo' alignment of the promoter elements on a large collection of more than 300 experimentally confirmed σ70 TSS in E. coli [Dj04]. This alignment comes directly from experimentally determined TSS assembled in RegulonDB database [GSPSMSJWGL14]. For this we used Gibbs search algorithm for unsupervised alignment of the promoter elements, which we
consequently improved through supervised search by weight matrices defined through the Gibbs algorithm. The approach was to first align -10 element, and to consequently use this element as an anchor to align -35 element. Alignment of other relevant elements (spacer and -15 element) is directly determined once -10 element and -35 element are aligned. One should note that in addition to the canonical -10 and -35 elements our approach also allowed quantitating specificity of -15 element.

The unbiased alignment that we inferred shows notable differences with previously published alignments, as is discussed in more detail in [Dj04]. Furthermore, while our alignment is in accordance with biophysical data on $\sigma^{70}$-DNA interactions, the previously published alignments show notable discrepancies with the interaction data. We therefore next investigated to what extent the improved sequence alignment can in itself improve the prediction accuracy. To that end, we incorporated our improved alignment in the standard (weight matrix based) procedure for TSS detection, and compared the prediction accuracy with those resulting from the previous alignments. The comparison is shown in Figure 2, where we see that our alignment leads to as much as 50% reduction in the number of false positives. However, despite this significant reduction, one can see that the number of false positives is still very high; this then leads us to the next question that we consider, which is to what extent are kinetic effects important in transcription initiation.

![Figure 1: DET (Detection Error Tradeoff) curve, which presents comparison of the method based on our alignment, and the method in [RMC12] that uses the alignment from DPInteract database. The vertical axis presents the number of false positives, which is based on the number of correctly classified sequences in the testing set. The horizontal axis presents the number of false negatives, which is estimated based on the number of hits in the randomized intergenic regions. The blue line and the red line correspond, respectively, to our procedure and the procedure from [RMC12]. The figure adopted from (Djordjevic M, Djordjevic M, to be submitted).](image)

### 4 Importance of the kinetic effects

We next discuss another factor which may have a major impact on the accuracy of TSS predictions, which are kinetic effects in transcription initiation. As the first step of transcription initiation, RNAP reversibly binds to dsDNA of promoter elements, which is called the closed complex formation, and is described by the binding affinity $K_B$. This binding of RNAP leads to opening of the two DNA strands (promoter melting), so that a
transcription bubble is formed. This transcription bubble extends from the upstream edge of -10 element to about two bases downstream of the transcription start site, which roughly corresponds to positions -12 to +2 (+1 is transcription start site) [BS07]. The (inverse) time needed to form the transcription bubble (i.e. to open the two DNA strands) is described by the transition rate from closed to open complex \((k_f)\).

An extreme example of the kinetic effects in transcription initiation are poised promoters: These are locations in genome where RNAP binds with high binding affinity (high \(K_B\)), but has a low rate of transcription initiation due to a slow transition from closed to open complex (low \(k_f\)). It has been proposed that poised promoters may present a major problem for accurate TSS prediction [HC11,SF15]. This is particularly important, given the high number of false positives [St02,HC11,RMC12] that typically originate from computational TSS searches.

We consequently used the kinetic model of transcription initiation that we previously developed [DR06] in order to estimate the importance of the kinetic effects, which is shown in Figure 2 (for more details see [Dj03]).

![Figure 2: Log transcription rate \((\log(\varphi))\) vs. log binding affinity \((\log(K_B))\) for the intergenic segments. -10 element of lacUV5 promoter is substituted by all 6bp long segments from \textit{E. coli} intergenic regions. \(\log(K_B)\) and \(\log(\varphi)\) are calculated for each of these substitutions and shown, respectively, on the horizontal and the vertical axes on each of the panels. The horizontal and the vertical dashed lines correspond, respectively, to the transcription rate threshold and the binding affinity threshold. Green and red dots in the figure correspond to the strongly bound DNA sequences that are, respectively, functional promoters and poised promoters. Figure adapted from [Dj03].](image)

From Figure 2 we see that a significant fraction of the strongly bound sequences corresponds to poised promoters: In Figure 2, the blue dots mark strongly bound DNA segments that correspond to the functional promoters (i.e. to sequences that are above both the binding and the transcription activity threshold), while the red dots mark the sequences that correspond to the poised promoters (i.e. to sequences that are above the binding, but below the transcription activity threshold). One can see that a significant fraction of the strongly bound sequences (~30%) correspond to poised promoters. Such poised promoters can be falsely identified as targets by computational searches of core
promoters. Furthermore, our results from [Dj04] strongly suggest that the relevant kinetic parameter that characterizes functional promoters is the overall transcription activity; this is in contrast to some previous models which suggested that the relevant parameter is binding affinity of RNAP to dsDNA.

5 Conclusion

Accurate promoter prediction in bacteria is crucial not only as the first step in understanding transcription regulation, but also as an important ingredient in other bioinformatics applications such as gene and operon prediction. Despite being a classical bioinformatics problem, current methods for transcription start site prediction lead to a very high number of false positives. We here argue that transcription start site detection is a complex problem whose solution requires integrating several levels of knowledge. In particular, the discussion here strongly indicates that the following elements are necessary: i) accurately aligning promoter elements ii) characterizing sequences outside of canonical -35 and -10 boxes iii) estimating kinetic parameters of transcription initiation for a given sequence of interest, in particularly its transcription activity. Our current work is aimed at addressing these issues.
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